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1.111INGTON — Members
! Congress who see economic
ril, not—promiW in a free
dc agreement with Mexico
gearing up to sidetrack the
:gotiations. Supporters, who
. knowledge there will be win, rs and losers when trade bar,:rs along the 2,000-mile
S.-Mexico border come tumng down. are also girding for
A);:gh tight as Congress enters
..ruk..1.1! point on the timetable
7 free trade negotiations.
(Cont'd ti page 2)

STATE

Kassing new
VP: regents
OK faculty,
staff raises

FRA.NAFORT, K. -- Ken
gubernatorial candida.
are preparing for their
major skirmishes in the fight for
support from statewide labor
organi L- ations. .The candidates
•'.e.re interviewed Saturday by
the political committee of the
30.000-member Kentucky Eduon Association.

SPORTS

By MARY LAYTON
'Aurray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

PEBBLE REACH, Calif. --Paul A/Anger conquered a
course-where he's never played
on the Pebble Beach
Aell and
National Pro-Am-by four strokes
on Sunday.
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I3USINESS
DETROIT --- General
Motors Corp., the world's
largest automaker, for the first
time has topped Ford Motor Co.
in European car sales.

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy tonight with a
30 percent chance of light rain.
Lows 40 to 45. Southwest wind
5 mph becoming northwest laic.
Cloudy Tuesday -and- -not as
mild

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.5, -0.1 below 309.2, -0.4
Barkley Lake
354.6, +0.0 below 317.1, -1.3

Residents of the community
turned out in force for
Saturday's march and rally.
in support of U.S. troops in
the Persian Gulf. Above,
flags waved as participants
march to the court square.
At right, members of the
Eddie Roberts, Jr. VFW
Post listen as letters of support were read from Congressman Carroll Hubbard
and Sen. Mitch McConnell.
l'ictured are D.C. Mitchell,
left, Rudy Duncan, center
and Marty Winkowski,
right. Pictured behind Duncan is Cedric Benson. Rep.
Freed Curd and other dignitaries spoke at the rally.

t

ui:iuafiairs.
Veterinary Ceiiter. d.,..\-!orir.ei-it, information
s\ stems, the Nal
Nluseurn. personnel
physical plant, publicat.on,
pr:.ng. and the A'rather 1Ves
Museum.
A pool of 7 percent new monies
and staff salaries at
ior
approved by the board in
\1 1

Staff pholus by Greg Travis
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Increases in
postal rates
are in effect
as of today
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
you mail something today, prepare to pay more.
Under increases that took
effect Sunday, the first-class
rate is 29 cents for the first
ounce and 23 cents for each
additional ounce, up four and
three cents, respectively. Sending a post card now costs 19
cents, four cents more than it
did last week.
Just about all other mail services will cost more, too.
The new rates were imposed
(Cont'd on page 2)

Iran makes peace bid; Baghdad bombed
By EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press Writer

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia
U.S. and Iraqi forces today traded
fire across the desert frontier, and
Iran's president made a surprise
offer to hold direct talks with both
Iraq and the United States to try ,to
end the Persian Gulf War.
Allied warplanes, meanwhile,
pounded Baghdad before dawn
today. Witnesses said communication centers, government offices
and industrial installations were hit
some of them for the second and
third times since the war began
nearly three weeks ago.
U.S. officials disclosed today
that the battleship USS Missouri

nad used us 16-inch guns in action
for the first time since the Korean
War, targeting prefabricated concrete hunkers that the Iraqis were
moving into place in Kuwait.
Meanwhile, the newspaper of
Iraq's ruling party boasted that the
Baghdad government would drag
the allies into a drawn-out ground
war by staging more attacks like
last week's Iraqi push into the
Saudi town of Khafji.
"Combat on the Saudi periphery
should be based on the hit-and-run
tactic formulated by our ancestors,— the newspaper Al-Thawra
said today.
For the moment, Iraqi forces
appeared to be in a defensive posture. The U.S. military said Iraqi

•

•re •

.4.

seeking
troops were deeply 114
shelter from punishing allied air
attacks. Those attacks continued
apace today, with F-15s and Tornadoes roaring north into haLy skies
this morning from a Saudi air base.
French warplanes hit positions of
the crack Republican Guard in
southern Iraq and Kuwait today,
and the official Saudi Press Agency
reported that the new French
defense minister, Pierre Jove,
arrived to inspect French troops in
the region.
In the Saudi port city of Jiddah,
9mm pistol or rifle shots were fired
at a shuttle bus Sunday night,
slightly injuring two U.S. military
personnel with flying glass, military officials said today. No one

was apprehended.
The military described it as the
first such attack on American mil:ary personnel in Saudi Arabia.
The new diplomatic effort by
Iranian President Hashemi Rafsanjani was reported by Iran's official
Islamic Republic News Agency. It
said he told a news conference in
Tehran he is willing to talk with
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
and with Washington, provided
Iran's spiritual leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenci approves.
The Iranians have been hostile to
the United States since the 1979
Islamic revolution. They also
fought a 19g0-1988 war with Iraq
(Cont'd on page 2)
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-I regret that I am unable to participate th
today'a parade in support of our armed fees
serving in Operation Down Storm I must be in
Vi'shotgun' today to attend leadership meetings
ionceming the cnsis in the Middle Last
I *ant to talc this opportunity to loin with al,
of you as sou demonstrate your patriotism and
support of our troops during Una difficult time
!Of our country We must all conunu: our hopes
and prayers kit pulse in the Middle East, and
we must also remanbtr the families of our sot
diem This pencid of separation front their mla
toms is especially hard, and they must gather
strength front all of us
Indeed, as we stnvc for peace for our friends
in the Middle East let ds ...mono( our vigil
r1CIC at home and pray for the safe and speedy
return of all our troops
Our cameur the Middle Fast u just, morel
and right
With best wishes for you I am
Striccrely yours,
Carroll Hubbard,
Member of Congress"
• • •

Support...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Once at the court square, numerous local dignitaries, including
Rep. Freed Curd, spoke of the
need for continued support of U.S.
troops and _called on all those present to become involved in some
Way.

A booth for those wishing to Join
a family-related support group
registered many and another booth
sold patriotic supplies.
Songs by Kyle Wadley and Stephanie Roberts brought rounds of
applause from the crowd.
In addition, Ricky Steiner read
letters from U.S. Congressman
Carroll Hubbard and Sen. Mitch
McConnell.
Those letters read as follows.

Troop support

-I am pleased to team that a rally in
of Operation Desert Storm is being held in
Murray
Over hitt months ago, without warning. Iraqi
troops brutally invaded Kurait Under the gut
dance of President BuMt, and with the support
of dm Lnde4 Simians, Amen,' immediately
effectively responded An is
potable ayes
sage was sent to Saddam Hussein — the world
wouid not tolerate his unprovoked aggression
Despite repeated diplomatic efforts, Hutted,
made no move to leave Kuwait_ Instead his
troops hunkered down and continued to rape
harass and terronn Kuvratu nationals
Ian :6, one day after the L S deadline.
President Huth ululated Desert Storm The
eration of Kuwait was underway
I think it is important to take a moment to
rntse iti-e men, univiriu.rvie....•..
and women who are participating in this cam
pa4n It is because of their service, their bed,
cation, that the Lnded States remains a champion of freedom Your actions Ionia* clearly
demonstrate that you understand and appreciate
the sacrifices these soldiers mate
As PO6 rally today. let cs seep in our
thoughts and prayers American semi:cm= and
women arid their families Let us especially
remanner thine who have made the ultimate
sacnfice. and those who are Reid captive hi
Saddam Hume=
aAme-^,ts
May God bless
Mitch McConnet
”iled States Sc-

Regents...
(Cont'd from page 1)
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budget preparation guidelines
!or t99l-91.
The increase of approximately
-;Hioncampus-wide for
be distributed according to the policy of the board that
calk for 75 percent for satisfactory
•, ''
,:',..-f.)rmance and 25 percent for
(ialdc..nes adopted by the board
.;..so provide for additional funding
for promotion stipends,- reclassification of staff, minimum wage
enhancements. and a benchmark
adjustment pool.
ln other business, the board of
r,:gents. .
• -- Revised the Affirmative
Act:oh Grievance •Procedure. The
7C‘:sed policy provides more !ICUbIlity to deal with an issue informally addresses timeliness:
excludes student-versus-student.non-employment relationsh:ps,
which will be handled by other
mechanisms; incorporates changes
to clarify the intent of the
and includes additions to protec: all
parties concerned. including :he
university.
Approved Dr. R. Andrew
Batts as chairman of the Department of Computer Studies.
Approved 550,000 for the
improvement- of:handicapped
accessibility.
Approved exchange agreements wittr Kansa: University .of
Foreign Studies in Osaka, Japan.
and the University College of
Southern Queensland in Toow(x)r.-:ba. Australia.
Renewcd a. contract with
Coopers and Lybrand d for the f.nan cal and compliance audits for :he
1990-91 fiscal Near ending June J.
a: a cost of . 5'51,821. This act:on
means a continuation into the sec,
ord year of a five-year contract
Apr ii 1990.
•

Postal rates...
(Cont'd from page I)
following nearly a year of study
and hearings.
Special "F'' stamps featuring a
red tulip are available at post
offices to cover the new rate until
official 29-cent stamps can be
printed.
In addition, so-called make-up
stamps worth four cents but bearing no denomination have been
printed to use with leftover 25-cent
star71.)s.
Ron Hubbard, Murray Postmaster. said the increase was necessary
because of increased cost in operat;ng. The post office in entirely subsidited by stamps. he said.
"The rise in cost will amount to
ats.iat an additional $8 to 510 yearly, per household. Rates cards are
aabk here at the post office to
people determine the new
'ates We have plenty of the make
up st.a:rps.;:p add To the 25 cent
stamps. It seems we are selling
rnor) of the 4 cent stamps. than 29
.t.n: stamps We expect the next
t.o .days to be extremely busy,flub,̀ard said.

Residents marched in support of t s. troops in the Persian Gulf
Saturday. Participants in the march carried flags and signs to show

Peace bid...
(Cont'd from page 1)
,.•• • -•-

ol
K....
hate
Rafsanjani sa.d
beer, a..ting as [rder::.,,:.a7
Washmgton or. other
said the same chane'
dsed- to star: peace talks.
There was no :mmediate
response from Washii7gtor

The Iranian peate tlAtl tame one
day after Defense Secrtary D:ck
Cheney said only an Iraqi p.,.11out
from Kuwait could end the fightint
now. -Vy.e arc not interested in a
promise or a pledge or a Lornm,!!
ment to withdraw from Kuwa,t
he said Sunday on ABC.
Iran says it is neutral in the war
But the allies were pal/led when
Iraqi aircraft began seeking refuge
in Iran - 89 by allied count
Iran has said the planes will be
impounded until the war's end. the
United States has said it will take
the Tehran government at its word
U.S. commanders have said the
Iraqi r anes will be shot down. if
•
-

In today's clashes . along the
battle front in northern Saudi
Arabia. U.S. Marines lobbed artillery shells at Iraqi targets in
Kuwait and used air power to blast
an Iraqi rocket battery after-rt•
opened fire on allied positions,
Marine officials said. No U.S.
casualties were reported.
The Marines said neither side's
ground forces breached the border
in today's skirmishes. Six days
ago. Iraq set off the first major
ground fighting of the 'war with a
push into Saudi Arabia.
In the larger of today's engagements, a battalion-sited Marine
task force hurled 155mm artillery
fire at Iraqi ground radar and infantry positions near the Umm Gudair
oil field in southwestern Kuwait.
1 here was no immediate word on
damage to the Iraqi installations.
Earlier today. Maline light
armored vehicles exchanged can
nor and small arms fire with Iraqi
troops in Kuwait, Marine officials
No cas,.,aties Were reported.
he Iraqi rocket site, whose
.oLation was not disclosed, was
destroyed with bombs dropped by
two
fighter-bombers. the
officers said.

their support, while at the court square various local dignitaries
spoke and others sang patriotic songs.
:
pt olo by Grtg Travis

AVMS apparently out of Bush's 1992
budget; Paducah plant to stay open
Staff Report
Murray L•dger A Timms

President Bush's budget submitted to Congress this week apparently w HI not include money' for a
new AVLIS plant in Paducah.
according to a report enptled "Congressional Talking Points- from
Wiiitarn H. Young, assistant secretary of nuclear energy.
In the statement, it was reported
the decision not to fund additional
AVI.IS technology comes after
Congress "failed to pass the government .corporation legislation"
that would have established a government corporation for uranium
enrict—ent.
I he Administration has deterbas.Jd pun policy consider anon, and hudgetary constraints,
flt: government should avoid
t:
ttnents n the uranium enrichn.en: enterp7ise that could more
apronr;atelv he made by the private sector, . according to the
statement.
Paduttah has been a strong candidate, along with two other sites, for
new uranium enrichment plant.
(he DOE, how- ever, "will con-

sccctttul

'

technology demo:1p:cLigk:d that "monies
plaritcd for predep];;\;nnt a,nyines
he redi
rec,ed to :he I AVLIS technology
Jernonstration effort.( ngressman Carroll Hubbard
.,;:d
e, "naturally this is
a dHappq:ntricnt. hoWever. the
prorosa l of any president is
.1 stha,ged ny Congress in
tf
regardless of the
de.;.:siort not to
:lc., .1 1 l.1 project in the
n.tdget. I have been assured
nv I . S. Departm,ent of Energy Sec,
Jan:cs Watkins that the cur plant operated by
1.1
.Marietta will continue to
or at least I() more years."
Hubbard reiterated that although
the AVI.IS plant
new budget, the good nevssis
that the Paducah plant would
operation at least II) more years
Hubbard, Sen. Wendell Ford and
Sen. Mitch McConnell met vkith
tne
Young this mormn,,
announcement, Ii

Academic teams meet on TV
The staring eyes of the television
camera makes a trying experience
even more trying. according to
I.eigh Ann Carter, member of the
Murray High School Academic
Team.
"It's a little more nerve-racking
than a regular meet," according to
Carter, referring to a television performance. "We've been on television before. though, so we knew
what to expect."
The team's performance last
month at the West Kentucky
Academic Bowl was aired Saturday
night on WPSD-TV 6, solicting
praise from classmates and teachers
at MM.
"The response (to the aired performance) has been "really positive." Carter said. "They really
liked it."
The Murray team defeated three
other schools to reach the final
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•a Buy any large pizza, I
I get another large for°

Pizza

i

t)riginai Crust

Buy any large pizza,
get a medium ping&
for only 991
RICK-UP ONLY
I

Mr.

attib

1

$299
*Ongnal crust
*Up to 10 items

s
i
1

1
1
1

Dine-in, Pick-Up, Delivery.:
1
I

Mr. 1 atti1
I

I 'Not good with any other special I Not good with an, uthur gisf-rta, i
I *Good through Feb 7. 1991
'Good thro,4irh Fwb 7, 1991.
Ilmt
..i0

Chestnut St.
Murray

round of competition in the howl
before succumbing to Graves
County in the finals.
Graves County was considered
tine of the favorites going into the
competition, according to team
coach Lloyd Hasty, who said he
was pleased with the team's
performance.
hasty said the team will use the
momentum of Saturday's airplay
for competition this Saturday at
district academic team competition
which is being hosted by Murray.
If the team advances, they will
compete on the regional level on
Feb. 22 and in the state finals on
March 10-11, Hasty said.
Team members include: team
captain Andy Vaughan, Leifh Ann
Carter, Michelle Hasty, Matt Lawson, Eric Niffencgger, Shawn Kellie and Christopher Fuhrman.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

753-6656

jcPennory r.,,,mpa”y ft
,

•

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 6.11 N.

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

_..__--
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Bush sends $1.45 trillion budget which
prepares America for 'changing world'
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Bush today sent Congress a
$1.45 trillion budget that he said
prepares America for "a rapidly
changing world." But the document is likely to be remembered
more for its record deficits than for
any new initiatives.
The spending plan for the fiscal
year starting (kt. I seeks more
money for the war on drugs, space
exploration, education and highway
construction. But the increases are
mostly modest, in some cases
amounting to only small pilot
programs.
The budget acknowledges that
the country is mired in a recession
but unlike past presidents, Bush
offered no government spending
initiatives to fight the downturn.
Instead, he said his budget focuses
on efforts to improve America's
long-term competitiveness.
Bush said his budget "lays the
groundwork for a brighter future,
protects our national interests and
helps create the conditions for
long-term economic growth and
prosperity.To pay for the programs being
increased and to help reduce the
budget deficits, the administration
is seeking to save $46.6 billion
over five years by cutting such
government programs as Medicare,
farm subsidies and student aid.
administration did not prop-

use any tax increases to help narrow the deficits but instead called
for a tax cut in capital gains, the
profits earned from the sale of
investments. This proposal stirred
heated controversy over the past
two years with Democrats charging
that it is a giveaway to the rich.
The administration also proposed
allowing penalty-free withdrawals
from individual retirement accounts
for first-time home buyers and creation of a new tax-free family savings plan, both ideas rejected by
Congress from last year's budget.
In a reprise of the 'new federalism" proposals put forward by
Ronald Reagan and Richard Nixon,
the administration provides a laundry list of $21 billion in federal
programs it seeks to turn over to
the states along with the money to
pay for them. The list included
everything from aid to public libraries to sewage construction grants.
The president said he hoped
Congress would select S15 billion
in programs from this target list.
The proposal to turn the programs
over to the states "moves power
and decisionmaking closer to the
people," Bush said.
But overhanging the entire
budget were the forecasts for the
largest deficits in U.S. history. The
budget said the deficit for the current fiscal year would hit $318.1
billion, meaning that through this
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Pentagon Sets Up Phone Link
With Relatives Here at Home
probabl

more in need of one.

DEAR READERS:The Pentagon has set up special 24-hour,
toll-free telephone numbers to
be used by relatives of people in
DEAR ABBY I can't get over the
the military seeking information
about the status of family mem- letter from the middle-aged man who
bers stationed in the Persian w as bemoaning the' LW( ilia(
WIle of 16 years had
Gulf:
(Imme- confessed on her wedding night that
ARMY: I-8064126-i
she had had four previous boyfriends
diate Family Members Only)
‘, lovers , before she married turn His
AIR FOR( E: I-1400•253•9276
MARINES: I-800-523-2694 w hide lite was. -haunted- by these
(Immediate Family Members thotights of his wile's premarital
affairs.:elm] he kept wondering what,
Only)
w-as thinking about while he
COAST GtAIRD: I 4400-367- Iii'-IA
was hayin g se x with her - and if
8724
NAVY: I-800-255-3MS (Imme- • perhaps she was comparing his perfOrmance to the other men she has
(iate Family Members Only)
NAVY: I-800-73242M (Other had.
Well. I have news for this guy In
Relatives and Friends)
Callers will he asked for the all likelihood. th'e only thing on his
spelling of the service member's wite's mind during sex is whatever
last name. They should also be work she had left undone, at the
able to provide as much infor- office that day. ler the upcoming visit
mation as possible about rank, to t he school guidance counselor
Social Security number and about Johnny's gra4r,s, oil-where they
military unit. The above phone were going to get the money to pa,.
numbers may often he busy, so thi• IRS come April 15. oir how she is
call back until you establish con- going to squeeze her mot her-in-law •s
grocery shopping between .Janie's
tact.
acrobat it's class a nd Saturday night's
choir pract ice.
Did he marry his wife solely for
IfEAlt i'self131' Several women in sex') And suppose he does actually
trflitv would like your opinion on run into one, other old lovers — does
an issue that is causing a lilt of con- he actually believe,the guy will even
remember her name after 16 years,
trm er.sy in our office
let alone hring up the subject in
The unwed daughter it tint' our
'Let's face it. Abby. if
coworkers is ha mg a baby. and conversation.
some of the girls think it would not the sparks were that terrific 16 years
I e proper for her to have a baby agu, it only confirms his excellent
shower. ,They say that only close Judgment in getting a ring on her
ft-tenets and I.:tinily should be inviilved finger a nil a permanent commitment
desirable a female.
in a shower for a baby born out gif' from
MRS. Ce..1. IN ()('ALA. FLA.
wedlock
We. read \ our column daily and
DEAR (..J,:Thanks.You make
alue your opinion What do you
art excellent point.
CONFUSED IN TI IF: OFFICE
••*

considered
ing into the
g to team
bo said he
he team's
will use the
y's airplay
iaturday at
competition
by Murray.
;, they will
al level on
ie finals on
lid.
lude: team
Leith_ Ann
Matt Law Shawn Kelihrman.

DEAR CONFUSED: In many
offices,co-workers are regarded
as"family," and I,for one, would
not judge the mother-to-be because of her marital status.
A baby born out of wedlock is
as deserving of a baby shower as
one horn of married parents.And

year the government will be going
into debt at a rate of nearly 51 billion a day.
For fiscal year 1992, the president's budget forecasts that the
deficit will decline slightly to
S280.9 billion. That figure that still
would he far above the record of
S221.I billion set in 1986 and
would dwarf the $25 billion that
the administration had predicted
just a year ago.
The administration blamed the
flood of red ink on the recession
and on the huge costs of the rescuing insolvent hanks and savings
and loans.
White House Budget Director
Richard Darman pegged $105.5
billion of the 1991 deficit increase
on the financial system bailout and
said another $87 billion was caused
by falling government receipts, due
primarily to the recession.

Arena campaign chairmen appointed

Volunteer firemen
respond to several
calls over weekend
The Calloway County Fire
Rescue Unit responded to severd:
calls over the weekend.
Firemen responded to a propane
leak at the Humphries residence
near Cherry Corner around II:h(
a.m. Saturday, according to report,
Occupants smelled gas so tank
was shut off and they were advised
to call their gas company. according to information officer Mike
Sykes
A held fire was also extinguished Saturday around 12:2(i
p.m. on land owned by Cathy
Wade on Camelot Drive. Two acre,
of land was burned after a trash
fire got out of hand, Sykes said.
On Sunday, firemen responded
to another field fire around 1:3n
p.m on land owned by Donald
Burkcen at the intersection of the
Van Cleave Road and KentLeks
464, Sykes said. A trash ire gut
out and burned approximately three
acres before . it was extingi:ished.
Sykes said.
Also on Sunday, a structure !.r.a
was reported around 6 p.m. al_
Bill Lamb residence on the Lai.,•ing Road, Sykes said. The home.
owned by Shea Sykes. Suffered
minor smoke, fire and water darn
age after a fire in the home's flue
caught a portion of the kitchen wall
and roof on fire. Sykes said.
I he CCFR Would also like to
remind everyone to be extra careful
when burning outside because the
conditions are very favorable for a
fire to getout and cause damage to
surrounding property and possH.
structures, Sykes said.

Murray Fire Dept
repond to calls
The Murray Fire Deparii•
responded to a fire call at
View Nursing Home Sur.::
around 9:17 a.m., according to ..
department spokesman.
No fire was found, according to
reports.
The department also responded
to a car fire Sunday around 3:26
a.m. at Embassy Apartments,
according to reports.
Pie fire was burning vigoriously
when it was spotted by a patrolling
police officer, according to reports.
The 1987 Plymouth Horizon,
owned by Debra Summers, suffered
major damage before it was extinguished, according to reports.

Want your phone to ring? Get Abby's
booklet."How toile Popular"— for people
Mall ages. To order.send a long. business'
sue, self-addressed en% elope, plus check
or money order for 83.95(114.50 in Canada i
to: Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Hoz 447. Mount Morris. III.61054.1 Postage
is included.,

Chuck Ward (center), director of development at Murray State L niv ersity,accepts the first two $500 gifts for the
Commemorative Chairhack Nameplate program from Murray and Calloway County co-chairmen of the fundraising (4'1.'0, Charles "Leroy" Eldridge and %1 ilson tiantt

:
T‘.kio Murray State Universiii
alumni from Murray were recentli.,
appointed co-chairmen of a loca
fund-raising effort for the 52 milhori
Regional Special Events ('enter in
Murray.
Charles (Leroy) Eldridge and Wilson Gantt. retired MSU faculty and
staff members, will he in charge of the
local fund-ratsing effort which includes We re:Ai:mem of campaign
staff to solicit S500 gifts for the
Ciommernornye Chairback Name
plate program.
enable an
'[he S500 gift
dual or bas:ness to •ai• •• •
:n support;ng
recognii;:d ri.s Living tfic:r nahr,
permanently inscr.tiyid on a ;.lia.rbat..p.
seat.
'I he Commernorative CtiairhaCK

,.•

he university is fort
them working on this projc,,i
\X arid
To

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

A

Have we got a
deal for you...

indisiduals or
••.;r$'

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
N1.;rras Sta:
.t. H,
1:,(4.•dge
',0,0mactevery;J:Jch ot 11ur7,!,
t.);.ontrihute •'
(
(
•;•rogram, W.:rd
nl know the surinc7; : •
oil there. The •-cop',e •of. \I .7
•
tam this new
Eftiridgc said.
tt:ir.k were
to see '.i.1!..,:reds
of l'slurras,Ihs and l'a]lowas

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11
Ara

Poi

PAUL

•,

RADIO LOVE NOTES
CALLING ALL LOVERS!!

Sheriffs Dept.
investigating
weekend burglary

Do something special for that someone special in your
life Place a Love Note on the radio WSJP or WBLN
will play your special message Thursday February 14.
1991

D.

Whether you want to send a message full of poetry or
humor or heart and soul you can say it to your hearts
content with a Radio Love Note

_
hs
Var•as
Industrial ko.id
5 •
Reported stoic!:
air cor,:press-r.
battery ,lia:aer aiit: aii A \.1 NI
\,
radio,casseita
':.,:c n.
Via,ae
approximately Sts75, po:iee said
Entry was made 1)., kicking in
the south door to the shop, polke
said
Ansore
„rge,
cernmg ;he r..rg..irs
call the sherc.: s department at
-51 1 151

OV. eL4.

Just mail the coupon below or drop it by the WSJPWBLN studios Call 502-753-2400 for more information
PLUS • WSJP-VVBLN will send an attract!ve Radio Heart
to let your Valentine know that a personal Love Note will
be broadcast To preserve the mystery of romance we
won't say who it's from we II leave that up to you
Print your message.
(30 words maximum)
CUT HERE

e

...vv.() rov
cobit SACS
TO•NDEIRc.w *
L.

Check one or both

NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

WSJP

Now Available

5

-1)
•13

Hwy. 641 North

($15.00)

Please send my Radio Heart Card to

The 10th of each month is a ery important day t,, 511011
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your pay nicnt hy
the 10th of the month % in order tel pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make

Name
Address
City
Your Name
Address
City
Signature

up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pas check,.
Collection time can he an inconvenience for you and your

State

Zip

State

Zip

CafTtef.

So... paying by mad
monthly collection.

‘i APPLIANCE 759-1505
Village Shopping Center

WBLN

All Love Notes must be received by
Monday, February 11, 1991.

r-

I I NDERWOOD

($10.00)

Cash, check or money order accepted

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN
Undercounter
Dishwasher

WSJP

WBLN

Remember the 10th
Cati.trTING )
,
ft

753-0489

6th & Main

is

a simple way to as old the htither of

Mail to:

1500 Dluguld Road
Murray, KY 42071

Miierray Ledger & Times
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WSJP - WBLN Love Notes

WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES •
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Another one bites the dust, but who cares?
Wm,e the nation is preoccupied
:th the Middle East and the thils•
!Jr !ow casualty figures. the casual;•s sontinue to pile up in our
N here record numbers of
•
were committed last year
W.ishington. D.C., tales of
.;rc becoming regular features
newspapers. Last VbeCk.
tnade_the front
lermine Williams,
,d boy who had been
hs former police chief
\Ititl,c I urner. was shot to death
friend who fired
!n:o his chest. Turner
father figure to Jer'‘•, with his home
about the ;,•
arlUng
.!7ugs and the pcouse them I:
A

CAL'S
THOUGHTS
By Cal
Thomas
A.isn't nothing going
nd %hue I was
Bernard, who says
as tryin
h;. victim
so he %ern after him

•

14,1
shanic or
-‘1.
'
1ty

Wk1.N1

•

to him and stuck a
and shot him," said
He tried to move out of
0: the bullets. but I got
.m before he could. Then I ran
to the_car...and_pulled. off."
Bernard ins° tried to kill another
in the car but only wounded
H7,1 Asked hy he shot the other
man. Bernard said, "He as a witness and he as his friend. And if
‘ou shoot aribody's friend. it's
H\ bus they 're gonna come back
a:ler .),ou :or revenge.C Pol,ec Chief Isaac Fulwood
trial more that drug
responsible for the vio\771:-.C\ cities. "You can
or any other
0: s:iow on te:evision. There's
m.nfess thing about if, Parents
their kids and screen
sec. The fact that )iou
an borrow a gun and do some
shoolin.o says something about our
Jp

working. I've got to have it now. I
s(K:ie
don't want to wait for a car 10 or
Fulwood also is concerned about
15 years, and then,it might not
thc growing number of criminals
he sees who lack remorse: "In my even by a good car. I want it now
when I can enjoy myself while I'm
personal conversations with young
young."
people who have been involved
Bernard will have neither the car
with violence, there is no remorse.
nor
his youth because he's doing
There's
tear.
first
the
not
There's
16 years to life.
no sense that shooting another
Cynthia Harris, whose son was
human being is wrong. Any police
murdered three years ago in
officer will tell you that when they
Washington, told reported Green,
go to the suspect's house to make
erred when wc began to look
"We
bed
in
often
an arrest, they're
sleeping just like it was any other at law enforcement as the only
means to solve the problem (of vioday. We have police officers who
retire when they shoot people. The lence) and Imk at the drug crisis as
stress gets to them. How come our only problem."
She's right. The jails and prisons
these people feel nothing'!"
arc full, the the rehabilitation progBernard mirrors Fulvvood's
words: "You're not going to stop rams don't rehabilitate enough peothis. Your instinct or anger or ple quickly enough. And the probsomething else will control you. lem is getting worse. Just before
You'ie hut goi-rig to think, 'maybe ChriFamas—irr-W-.T.sti-fTgtem -fiv0
he doesn't deserve (to die)," Ber- juveniles were shot in the street in
a single incident. It was reported
nard says.
Fulwood,believes the violence is that two of the victims who were
not accidentally shot
value-driven: "Folks don't feel that targeted
but targeted- - were only six years
there's something wrong with murder and selling drugs. My parents ()Id.
No politician, no increase in the
would have (severely punished) me
police force, no increase in spendif I'd brought something into the
house they didn't buy. I got pun- ing is going to stop any ol this.
ished if I didn't go to church. Only a national decision that we've
are ready to pay
We've gotten to the point where had enough and
our families
repairing
of
price
the
we say, 'Anything goes in order to
is
going
to do it.
culture
our
and
get what I want. If I want it, I want
while
I hear
that
is
news
worst
The
it now.—
I
many.
tears,
see
and
cries
many
Bernard again echoes Fulwood's
to
ready'
yet
are
we
that
see
don't
of
point: "I'm an impatient type
person. I can't wait for anything to pay that price. We aren't even will
come to inc in 20 or-30 years from .ing to make _a down payment. -

Letter to the Editor

'No Better Reason for War' poem submitted
„

Guest Editorial

Iig.ttt
or

pc:aLc,

LOOKING BACK

for

Jun does job right

•

County jury ha., done the job some
A
legal systems in the past failed to do -- put a sex
offender where he can never victimize another child.
There may be many good reasons for lenient
sentencing, probation or early parole for a wide
variety of offenders. But not for habitual sex criminaLs.
A 57-year-old man was convicted in Murray last
Thursday of sodomy involving a 10-ear-old boy. When
the jurors during the penalty phase learned that the
defendant had two previous sex-related convictions.
one in Ohio and one in Illinois. on his record. they
wasted no time in deciding to lose the key The
sentence of 150 years is good for an actual 75. meaning
Thoma.Franklin Wilder won't get out
Had the other states, especially Illinois where
Wilder was given just six months in jail for fondling a
girl in 1982. been more willing to exact the full
measure of punishment, the kentuck incident may
never have happened.
More to the point, a small boy might have been
spared an unspeakable act of violence
Sex offenders. especially those who prey on
children, need to be cons.dered as an entirely separate
class of criminals.
Burglars. dope-dealers. armed robbers, even
murderers might well mend their ways through some
combination of rehabilitation. deterrence or
enlightenment That is far les- likely with a sex
crirrunal who merely passes through the penal system
unless he undergue!, some profound psychological or
spiritual change
In many cases. imprisonment for a short time
accomplishes nothing but a dela. of the inevitable -horrid crime against another innocent
Fortunately. a ( aioa count jury dealt
with one offender
-•

By JO BURKEEN
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Ten pears ago
1 with Judge James NI. Lassiter
donations have come in and Presiding. John Ed Scott was
the 23-member Calloway County named foreman of Grand Jury.
Fire-Rescue Squad is safe — for
Births reported include a girl to
right now. Over $14,000 not Clarence and Louise Massey, Jan.
including several pledges, have 26; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
been received by the squad since Hopwood, Jan. 21; a boy to Mr.
its members announced Jan. 8 that and Mrs. Walter Wyatt, Jan. 28;
the squad doors would close Feb. 1 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Max J.
if about S2.000 was not raised by Taylor, Jan. 30.
4
the end of January. '
Thirty years ago
Tessa Hutson, 3, of Dexter died
Among the local persons attendFeb. 3 from injuries sustained in a ing Farm and Home Week in Lextwo-vehicle accident at intersection ington are Miss Erin Montgomery,
of U.S. Highway 641 and Wades- Mrs. Dewey Bazzell, Mrs. Walter
boro Road at Hardin.
Miller, Mrs. Rozella Outland, CalBirths reported include a boy to loway County Homemaker deleMr. and Mrs. Dale Courscy, Jan. gates; Mrs. Barletta Wrather, coun12; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hal ty home demonstration agent; and
Wheeler, Jan. 15; and a boy to Mr. Evelyn Palmer, 4-H Council.
and Mrs. Danny M. Nall, Jan. 23.
Dr. C.S. Lowry talked about
Twenty years ago
"Prospects for 1961" at a meeting
A freezing rain hit Murray and
of Alpha Department of Murray
Feb.
of
the
night
Calloway County
Woman's Club.
2 and forced closing of schools in
Recent births reported at Murray
Murray and Calloway County.
include a girl to Mr. and
Hospital
grandJames
Stubblefield,
Sgt.
Noles,
Paul
Mrs.
son of Mrs. Selma Stubblefield,
College ThoroughMurray
State
was killed in action on Nov. 29
83 to 63
Tennessee
East
beat
breds
near Phan Rang, Vietnam.
Johnson
at
game
basketball
a
in
The current term of Calloway
were
scorers
team
High
Tenn.
City,
County Circuit Court opened Feb.
Gene Herndon for Murray and
Chilton for East Tennessee.
Forty years ago
A bright shining sun today, Feb.
4, melted much of the snow and ice
on Murray streets. Bus and taxi
services were back in operation.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Williams, Jan.
26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Alexander, Jan. 29; a boy to Mr.
Letters to the Editor are weland Mrs. Elbert Alexander, Jan. 30;
comed and encouraged from
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Harresidents of the community. All
grove, Jan. 31.
ieuers must be signed by the
writer and the writer's teleA poem, "Winter Fairyland,"
phone number must be included
written by Joette Lassiter, columfor verification. The telephone
nist for Thc Ledger & Times,
number will not be published.
published.
Letters to the Editor should
be typed and double-spaced
when at all possible. Letters
should be on topics of interest
to the general public.
Letters must not exceed 500
words in length. Longer letters
cannot be published.
The editor reserves the right
to condense or reject any letter,
as well as limit the publicatiou
of frequent writers' letters.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
the

sit:0

Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor
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Susan Potts was not included in the list named to the honor roll at Calloway County Middle School and submitted for publication by the school.
An eighth grade student, she was named to the All As and Bs honor roll
for both the second nine weeks and first semester.

Wives Fellowship to be Thursday
A Ministers' Wives Fellowship of Blood River Baptist Association will
be Thursday. Feb. 7, at 10 a.m. at the associational building at Hardin. A
luncheon of soup, sandwiches and dessert will be served at noon. Soup
will be provided, but each lady is asked to bring either sandwiches or
dessert, according to Mrs. Linda Mathis, associational director of the
wives' group. In event of slick roads, the event will be cancelled.

Methodist Women plan meeting

Calloway County High School
has released the--Itorm roll for sec,
ond nine weeks and first semester
as follows:
12TH GRADE
Nine Weeks
All As
Charity Anderson, Kristi J. Cow-

an, Jeff Enoch, Michelle A.
Hamlin, Jenny L. Henry, Donna E.
Ilerndon, Susan Herndon, Peter J.
Luciano, Christa Milby, Lisa G.
Rickman, Crystal S. Stations, Sara
E. Thompson, Grover W. Tibbetts
and Travis Turner.
All As and Bs

The United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church will
meet Tuesday. Feb. 5, at 10 a.m. for refreshments in social hall of the
church. Thc Mattie Belle Hays Circle will serve refreshments and will
also present the program at 10:30 a.m. The Executive Board will meet at
9 a.m.
'Sigma
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Calloway County High honor rolls released

Susan Potts added to honor rolls
I now.. I
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Brunch will be Saturday

The annual Sweetheart Brunch of Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will be Saturday, Feb. 9, from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
Pagliai's. This is the primary fund-raising event for the Sigma Department
with all proceeds going to charitable organizations or events. Tickets are
$4 with children, six and under, free. Tickets can be purchased by calling
Cindy Towery at 753-3966, or from any member of the Sigma
Department.

Tharpe reunion to be March 23
Plans are underway for the second Tharpe School reunion for all class
members who attended Tharpe School. The event will be Saturday, March
23. from 3 to 9 p.m. at Brandon Spring Group Camp in the Land Between
the Lakes. This will be an informal affair so dress casual and bring your
family. The cost will be S8 per adult, S4.50 per child, 10 and under, and
free to children, 2 and under. Reservations with amount due must be
received no later than Friday. March 8, to assure your dinner reservation
featuring buffalo. Please mail your check or money order along with the
01f number of adults or children attending to Lillian Gatlin Stanley, Rt. 3,
Box 98A, Guthrie Rd., Paris, Tenn., 38242, or Ronetta Dill Crutcher, Rt.
2, Dover, Tenn. 37058. "We are sorry but no admittance will be made
without dinner as we are renting the building and the $8 meal cost
includes the rent for the facility," said Stanley For information call
I -9(11-642-9356.
front'd on page 7)

Jay Housden, Brad Ray. Bryan
M. Anderson, Ryan Dawson, Mark
J. Lovell, Randy Swift, Chris
Wyatt, Rob L. Dennis, Katy

llokans, Dale McCallon, Nancy E.
Armstrong, Stefanie Borders,
Al-e-sh•iz• G. Griffin, •And)'
McLemore,
Eric R. Russell, Lori A. England,
John Hudson, Susan B. Lax,
Rachelle Bandarra, Chris Bynum,
Monica Evans, Brandy Hamby,
Brian McClard, Stephanie F. Miller, Celcna Wisehart, Jason C.
Adams, Pam Bucy, LaDawn Cook,
Jill Cosscy, Deborah A. Davenport, Amy M. Nesbitt, Brook Scarbrough, Leanne Vick, Nicole
Anderson, April Boswell, Stephanie C. Carraway, Karrie Gocti,
Bryan Hosford, Deneshia D. Houston, William (Les) James, Wendy
R. Smotherman and Benjamin J.
Wright.
Semester
All As

Charity Anderson, April Boswell, Ryan Dawson, Jeff Enoch,
Michelle A. Hamlin, Donna E.
Herndon, Susan Herndon, Peter J.
Luciano, Christa Milby, Lisa G.
Rickman, Crystal S. Stallons. Sara
E. Thompson and Grover W.
Tibbetts.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
Ft IR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1991
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ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You'll be making a major career
decision today. Guard against an
extravagant use of credit. Tonight is
quiet, but serene.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
It should be a busy month of
career-related discussions. You'll
have a serious talk with an adviser or
make a decision about education.
Tonight brings happiness through
love
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Guard against impulsiveness and
carelessness in daily duties.. Your
personality makes a winning
impression in your career. A financial
concern needs tending.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
4€
Happiness comes through children,
travel, and pleasure interests today.
The signing of contracts and partnership matters are highlighted. Monetary matters are accented this month.
LEO
(July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
You may he soon signing a contract. Serious mental work is favored
now. Concentration is excellent on
the job. You'll enjoy having company
over tonight.
VIRGO
. Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
There could be some minor aggravation on the job early in the day, but
this month finds you very efficient
and quite productive. The accent is
on loving ties tonight
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You may be taking up a new hobby
this month. Your personality is an
asset in business now. Guard against
extravagant spending when socializing. You reach a decision about a
domestic concern.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
COE
Business plans may be too expansive. Serious Mental work is favored
today. You may be visiting a book
store. Tonight the accent is on fun
times and romance.

4

SAGITTARIUS

efficiently. Communicative skills are
sharp. Joy comes through family and
domestic interests.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You'll di) some major shopping this
month. You're serious-minded and
goal-oriented today, but evening
hours afford you the chance for
pleasant relaxation with friends.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're putting the finishing
touches now on a research project.
Problem solving techniques work for
you today. Business and pleasure
combine to your advantage.

A

A

PISCES

nor

(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
4110(
You'll be having a senous talk with
a friend today. Try not to let things
slide on the job. You're personality
plus tonight. You'll receive an imitation to travel.
YOU BORN TODAY are both
adventurous and introspective. You
have a way with people, yet part of
you remains aloof. In your approach
to life, you combine what you have
learned from books with knowledge
gained from experience. You have an
academic side, are likely to be
religious, and at times can be critical.
You often have a talent for writing,
and are quite willing to take a chance
in your pursuit of happiness. Birthdate of: Adlai Stevenson, politician;
William Burroughs, writer; and Belle
Starr, not-golden girl of the West.

Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
1 900 226 0360
$I a minute

Mark D. Alford, Seth D. Arant,
Effie Barnes, Jason L. Carson,
Krystal M. Foley, Deshawn Joseph,
Darra A. Mitchell, Brittney Stuart.
Holly D. Walston and Barry Ward.
All As and Bs

Heather Bindert, Jason L. Chapman, Mickey A. Hill, Ivan Sewell,
Michael Bell, Kristen D. Fairchild,
Natalie Ross, Shelly D. Rudolph,
Raymond Sheridan, Chad Wyatt,
Kevin D. Griggs, Candace Jarrett,
Jackie Stubblefield, Allyson (Joy)
Wyatt, Staci ,Shipp, Ginger L.
Adams and Any,: Paul.
Semester
All As
Ginger L. Adams, Mark D.

Alford, Seth D. Arant, Jason L.
Carson, Kristin D. Fairchild,

CIT1

Jewelry
Appraisal Clinic

ice

&
(71IST_QM AfADEDRESSES FQR
'Weddings 'Proms 'Pageants

11TH GRADE
Nine Weeks
All As

\MIV/
\l/

(Nov 22 to Dec. 21)
You may plan some economizing
now. Find ways to use funds more

Linda'Weddings

Jay Housden, Leanne S. JonesClue, Michael E. Boyd, Mark J.
Lovell, Michael Rowe, Amy R.
Bailey, Katy Hokans, Aleshia G.
Griffin, Tammy A. Mahan, Randy
Swift, Bryan M. Anderson, Rob L.
Dennis, John Hudson,
Dale McCallon, Annette L. Calhoon, Brandy Hamby, Jenny L.
Henry, Deneshia D. Houston,
Amanda R. Pierce, Brad Ray, Eric
R. RussellJ Wendy R. Smotherman.
James R. Wood, Jason B. Yuill.
Pam Bucy, LaDawn Cook,
• Ray Fennel, Susan B. Lax, Amy
M. Nesbitt, Georgana K. Rhodes,
Tracy Ross, Leanne Vick, Nancy
E. Armstrong, Rachelle Bandarra,
Stephanie C. Carraway, Karrie
Goetz, William (Les) James, Brian
McClard, Stephanie F. Miller,
Chris Wyatt, Jason C. Adams,
Jill Cossey, Kristi J. Cowan, Lori
A. England, Renee Hayden, Brook
Scarbrough, Travis Turner, Nicole
Anderson, Monica Evans, Bryan
Hosford, Cclena Wisehart and Benjamin J. Wright.

Home
Alone Pr,.,
Edward
Scissorhands PG-13

Johnathan Randall Outland was born Thursday, Jan. 3, to Randall
and Karen Outland of Hartford. The baby is pictured here when he
was two weeks old with his older brother, Dayid Andrew Outland, 2.
The .new baby weighing 10 pounds 51.12 ounces and measuring 21
inches was born at 10:38 a.m. at Owensboro-Day iess County Hospital.
Owensboro. Grandparents are B.G. and Murlene Outland of N1urra%
and John and Margaret Rock of Hartford. Great-grandmothers are
Mrs. Cordie Murphy of Murray and Mrs. Maggie Austin of Jeffersonvine, Ind.

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Dixieland Shopping Center
Hut?' 759-1141

Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

247-5665

fLtigAlt

Hwy. 641 Puryear

"ti;
:

Flight of the
Intruder 3 '3
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50
your movies • at the movies!:
:
•
• Rent
•
• mom ('hectnul ;',/1 753.3:111 •
•
•
•

Open II:am to 10:pm

t Our Excellent
Breakfast
(From 8:00 a.m. to II a.m.)

•
•

The Best And
Only Luncheon
Buffet In Murray!
All You Can Eat:

The Best Country Ham, Two Eggs, $345
Biscuits & Gravy Or Toast
One Egg, Sausage Or Bacon,
Biscuits & Gravy Or Toast

One Meat, Six Vegetables,
Cobblers, Corn Bread
Sticks. All prepared
daily country style!

3115

Please Ask For Our Daily Specials:
Plenty of Parking and Dining Space for Everyone
We are offering you Quality Food, First Class Service
& a Pleasant Environment to Dine Only At

_dt:c
-qatxu..a.9 pykrk:
FINE DINING RESEILMANT
Also Owners

,

8 Operators of Majestic of Mayfield

We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.

1141 1., WIRRAL NT

711345511

.4•
'
, 46;4%

• •k•

905

LN
Best Food, Best Prices

—One Day Service—

TUXEDO REiVTAL
Wedding invitations,
Veils, Headpieces, etc.

HEATRES

Mermaids

February 4th, 5th & 6th
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Complete Line Of
Specialty Fabric

s-„"

•

MONDAY, FEBRUARN 4, 1,N1
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Russell and Cowart wedding planned

Corning communitv events are listed
-Monday, Feb. 4

!Monday, Feb. 4
Parents Anonymous will meet at
b p.m. For information call
753-0082

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
763-0081.

Calloway County High Schoo.
Class of 1971 will meet at 7 p m
„at WOW Building, Third and
Maple Streets For information
759-1X54 after 5 p.m.

Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
!Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bingo for Water Valley Volunteer Fire Department will be played
at 6:30 p.m. at Water Valley Community Center.

Sunday Sc- hool teac•hC7,.
1,%1t,t‘:rS

_

(

Desert Storm SL.ppor,
i7cel at
A;

.
m
Dohy
Sycar—

County High School
r," Basketball Teams will
:a.,cah Tilghman teams at 6

•

Murray -Calloway County Car7era Club will meet at 7 p.m r
meeting room of Calloway County
Public Librars. This s free an.:
open to all intereste2 pins

Mumay-.Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at m, at lodge hall on Htghas
North. Coldwater Road.

f.:

andk);t1',• i'•

Grose Baptist Cn..rch
fel:.,wst.,T
6- 30 p
church

Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
)30 p.m.at First Christian Church

6

Area Recycling Committee will
p m in meeting room of
•
ay County. Public Library.
it.tormation call 762-1534.

▪

Weight Control Group will meet
at 6 p.m. at Glendale Road Church
.! Christ.

—0,c4Th'i<,

;

‘Ionday, Feb. 4
For information call
56.

We Want To Be
Your Place!

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 1130 a m. 'til 2 p.rr - Ounjx $3.95
753-808C -

AL-as High School Freshmen
tia•n,':"A'. learn will host Marshall
li.gh Stool at 5 pm
'84,„!!ay High School Tiger J.V.
Girls Basketball teams
Graves County High
tt
s,
cl•,ap.s of 1•Irst Baptist Church
w.:1 (TICCZ at 7 p.m. as fol'As Bettv Sledd with Sherry
Lottie kloon with Opal
I uesday. Feb. 5
-.inunits Center will he
lI a m. to 2 p.m for
citiiens.
Citiiens will meet
_ Dexter Center.

• -; s Organuational Soci• • - p m at Chamber
. Jr. For inforor

„

it
!'tVir,

B

•

oh,

/110
PI

Deatr

Ho- ,•

P • la

h
h

Ar niversary

X 1() to

Las: Y Grover>

.

A
-am&

n'.
ee
l

dP
:
Sib

A Occaspr's

gl

The Liring Tree, Inc.
PIL

; meet
700711 01
( •..nty Hospital.
speak.
r'

A New Life Begins With Every Living Tree
P.O. Box 622 • Murray. KY
42071-0622
(502) 753-0721

(502) 753-6233

Murray High honor rolls listed
High School has released
• roll for second nine
;ITS( semester as
12.111 GRADE
Nine Weeks
All As
Chad Bazzell, Holly Blalock.
Heather Boyd. Leigh Ann Carter.
!,17.%'s (Thu. Dante] Cohen, Bart
tum. John Dailey, Erin Friend,
Lesia Nesbitt.
Ka'c:
Oakley. Doug Payne..
F.7.!' Underwood and
‘.•• !•:..
•
\s and Bs
.A...on Burton,
cr.aney. April Crawford.
..y ie Roer, Chris Dill, Jennifer
Rachel Greer. Shelly
Helfrich, Holly Miller.
. • :lie Scott, Km
siins and Alison
Semester
All As _7 Rod. Leigh Ann Carter,
Chu. Daniel Cohen, John
- Friend. Rachel Greer.
• „ail% Lesia Nesbitt.
f;akiey. Doug Payne.
Fri, rnderv.00d and

,

Get In
Shape...

All As and Bs
Joey Bazzell,
Baizc.::. Susanne 1'Tel:with,
Alison Burton, ChaApril Crawford. Bart
"on
DeBoer. Chris Dill,
• I-•

Exercise Equipment

SPECIALS

H

Exercise Bike
Treadmill (standard ,
Rowing Machine

Was
NOW '14.95
Was U5171--. NOW 49.95
Was LW. NOW 29.95

Hurry while
supplies last!

varras
;It

Hasty. Lori Helmich,
Hoffman. lina Johnson,
Key. Greg Milton. Jason
„belle Scott, Kim Sc- Sint.'.. Tina Thurmond,
and Beth Wilson.
11111 GRADE
Nine Meeks
111 As

II As and Bs
i..,topher, Laura Davis,
fire Gtibert. April Haneline.
Kaylin Haverstock, Dana Hohman,
Kristen Hornback. Jennifer Howe,
Justin Hubbard,
Catherine Hurt, Nicole Jedan,
Kelly Krouse, Matthew Lawson,

RENTAL4SALES

CENTER

A FREE GIFT
FOR YOU
61- a^.y Estee
tp,
Per4Jmec
Body Lc'
CO,r!ty Pkst
Make.

An-Day Lipstick, fall-size
S,• Perfecting Creme
F • rg Nourisher.

INERFLYirJ

110117if f•

Crystal Russell and
Chris Cowart to marry

enter will he open from
7. tor activities by

,

Give the gift of life...
plant a tree today.

Miss Crystal Russell and e.hris
Cowart. both of Kirksey., announce
their engagement and approaching
marriage.
The briele-eleq is the daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. Van R. Russell
of Kirksey.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C.W. Russell of Calvert
City and of MI. and Mrs. Ralph
Cardin of Paducah.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Cowart of
Kirksey
lie is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. James Cowart and the
late Mr. and Mrs. 1.11. Dodd. all of
Vicksburg. Miss.
Miss Russell is a 1989 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
Mr. Cowart is a 1983 graduate of
Warren Central Senior High
School, Vicksburg, Miss.
Both Miss Russell and Mr. Cowart arc students and Murray State
University and employed by Briggs
and Stratton.
Thc wedding..yows will be_sol7
emnued on Saturday. March 9, at
2:10 p.m, at Kirksey Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow in the
Community Room of the North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

NINTH GRADF,
nr d BAreanr
Janie pNsi(a)nr . eadvvN,aul knenra 1aly,
T
Nine Weeks
AarJamie
MI As
on Whitaker.
Samuel Green, Victoria Holton
Semester
NoeIle Jedan and Maggie Snytf,.
All .As
All As and Bs
1.aura Davis,
Jennie Bell. Robert (
All As and Bs
Valerie Chapman. Misty Clare
Christy Bell, Kelsey Christopher,
Damon Cohoon, Sara Fitts. Bria:.;
Suclene Chu, Marianne Gilbert.
Flickinger, Christopher Fuhrn! • •
April Haneline, Kaylin Haverstock,
Allison Graham, David Gr.Dana Hohman. Kristin Homback,
Andrev. Gupton. Angela
Justin Hubbard. Catherine Hurt,
Laura Hubbard. Sara K....
Nicole Jedan. Kelly Krouse,
Krieb, Megan Malinauska
Scott
Matthew Lawson:, lame . Martin.
Brad Nunnally, Alexis Royalty, Justm.Miller, Allison Pritchett. J.
Reid, Beth Rose, Heath,- \
Brent 1 hompson, Jamie Walker
Sowerby, Melony• Sta
Fred
Whitaker,
-071
Aa!
and
lodd Vinson and William
111111 GRADE
Semester
\int ‘1erks
All As
‘II As
Danit;.n Cohoon. Samuel -4,•
Broo,:. Michael Carr, David
Victoria 110:Hi. and .1
Clark, Darren Gann.
Sry Lr.
Karina Hoiden. -Carolyn Jackson.
All As and Bs
Peter Johnson. Shawn Kellie,
Bei!. Valerie (
Jennie
Ysluscin
Belinda Likkhart, Melissa
Misty Clark, Sara Fitts. Bra:.
and Christy Walters. 11 ic kinger, Christopher Fuhrmaili.,
All A's and Bs David Gresslar, Laura Hubbard.
Paige AlLott. Shannon Beale,
Noelle Jedan, Sara Klaus, Scott
Chris Burgess. Lance Cantrell,
Krieb. Megan Malinasuskas.
Scott Conklin, Ginger Crouch. KarNicole McCarthy. Brett Miller.
la Denton, Janise Greer. Kacey
Jill Miller, Justin Miller. Allison
Gum. Deidra Holcomb, Chris
Pritchett, Jon Reid, Beth Rose.
Hopkins, Celina Hutson. Nicholas
Heather Scott, Fred Sowerby.
Jones, Brad McClain, Todd 'ThoNIelony. Stambaugh. Todd Vinson
•
mas and Dennis Whittaker.
William Wells.
and
Semester
All As
Phil Brown, Michael Carr. Dav,id
Chu. Aimee Clark, Mary Friend.
Darren Gantt, Karina Holden, Carolyn Jackson. Peter Johnson,
Shawn Kellie Belinda Lockhart,
RADNOR, Pa. (AP) --- Lucie
Melissa Muscio and Christy
distorted a
Arra/ criticized
Walters.
forthcoming CBS movie- about her
All As and Bs
parents. Lucille Ball and Des'
Russell Adkins, Paige Alcott,
Amu, that includes scenes of her
Shannon Beale, Stacy Boyd, Chris
father's reputed infidelity.
Burgess. Lance Cantrell, Kevin
"Lacy & Des!: Before The
Compton. Scott Conklin. Ginger
Laughter:. scheduled to air Feb.
10, also focuses on the couple's
Crouch, Karla Denton,- Jennifer
conflicts.
career
Gum.
Kaccy
Greer,
Goodell. Janise
"This is not their lives,". Ms.
Deidra Holcomb, Chris Hopkins.
Arnaz, 39, says in the Feb. 9 issue
Jay Howell, Celina Hutson, NichoTV Guide. "This is as much a
of
Leigh
McClain.
Brad
las Jones,
cartoon of their lives as any unauAnne Parker. Mike Robinson, Vanessa Sammons, Todd Thomas, thorized fiction."
Ms. Ara,, the couple's firsDennis Whittaker and Dustin
tborn. says the movie is "extraorWilson.
dinarily biased" to make her
mother look like a hero and her
father a villain.
"They were. together 20 years
and they shared equal responsibility. for the joy and the pain," said
Ms. Arnaz, who is starring in a
new CBS series called "Sons and
Daughters."
Executive producer Larry
Thompson- defended the movie,
calling it a "truthful but loving"
portrait of a ''bittersweet''
romance.

Lucie Arnaz does
not like new movie
ai

Hurry In Before
February Price
Increase!

%
20

OFF

All Uniforms and Shoes

ESTEE
LAUDER
Clintaiiiit

niforms
of nurra

Dixieland Shopping Center
759-4882

4

Eva Cobb
bride-elect of
Greg Darnell
has made
her selections
from

Now thru
Feb. 18
Mon.-Sat.
9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

.4

Pier l's
Bridal Registry

'Mb
1205B Chestnut • 7511851

"
•

,
elario
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Country-western
and top ten records
are listed for week
Best selling Top Ten and
Country-Western records of week
of Feb. 3 have been released as
follows:
The Top Ten
I '1 he first lime," Surface
2 "Covina Make You Sweat," C & C Music
I at,tory
3 "I ove Will Never Do (Without You),"
Janet Ja.kson
4 "Scnsativity, Ralph Tresvant
5 "High Enough," Damn Yankees
4, "Play That Funky Music," Vanilla Ice
7 "I'm Not in Love," Will to Power
"Niter the Rain," Nelson
9
Ntl the Man That I Need," Whitney
Ilouston
IO "Lst Another Dream," Cathy Dennis

Country•Westerm
1 "Dadd!,'s Come Around," Paul Overstreet
2 "Brother Jukebox," Mark Chcsnutt
3 "Rumor Ilas It," Reba McEntire
4 "These Lips Don't Know How To Say
ntoodbye," Doug Stone
5 "Love Can Build a Bridge,'' The Judds
6 "If You Want Mc To," Joe Diffie
7 "Walk on Faith," Mike Reid
X "l'orcvcr's as Far as I'll Go," Alabama

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 5)

YMCA parents' meeting Tuesday
Any parent who wishes to know more about YMCA Camp Carson may
attend a meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at the new YMCA
office in the George Weaks Community Center. The camp for children,
ages 7 to 16, is a week-long resident camp in Princeton, Ind. Camp Carson is a fun and challenging experience for all children and youth, a
YMCA spokesperson said. This meeting on Tuesday will be to answer
any questions that parents might have concerning the camp.

Story Hours planned Tuesday
Story Hours will be held Tuesday, Feb. 5, at 10:30 a.m. and. Wednesday, Feb. 6, at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library, according to Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director at the library.
Story Hours are for children, 3 to 8. Parents and Twos will be at 9:30 a.m.
on Tuesday and Wednesday. For information call 753-2288.

Singles will meet Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Jan. 15, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0)15, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

9 "Say It's Not True,'' Lionel Cartwnght
JO "We'vc Got It Made," Lee Greenwood
(Sour,C Cashbox magazine)

Community.••

Bingo games planned Tuesday •
Bingo games, sponsored by KnOts.of Columbus, will be TuesclaY,
Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks koad. The doors will open at 6 p m.

Tuesday, Feb. 5
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Mothers'
Morning Out and UMW Executive
meeting at 9 a.m.; UMW general
meeting at 10 a.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out and
General WMU- meeting at 9:30

The League of Women Voters will present a program on the "Kentucky
Educational Reform Act" at its meeting on Tuesday. Feb. 5, at 6:30 p.m.
in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. This w:ll ncluJc
a video program. All members are urged to attend and the public is
invited. For information call Vicki Griffin, 498-8992.

Media program on Wednesday
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet a.s follows: Dorothy Group at 11 a.m. with Edna
McKinney; Bea Walker Group at 7
p.m. with Mary Ann Pavlick.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include pictures taken
for r'irectroy from 3:30 to 9:30
p.m.: Ladies Guild at 7 p.m.
Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church will ,have ,a doll
workshop at 1 p.m.. at church.
11

toes
novie

Lucie
istoried
about her
and Desi
nes of her
ty.
:fore The
o air Feb.
c couple's

Kentucky n: Barkley Bass and
Gals will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's.
Chili supper, sponsored by Murray Band Boosters, has, been
cancelled because of the MHS
Boys winning Region 1 Basketball
Tournament and going on to State
Tournament.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church, Sycamore and South 15th
,
Streets.
Meeting of parents concerning
Camp Carson, a YMCA camp for
children and youth, 7 to 16, will be
at 6:30 p.m. at YMCA office in
Weaks Community Center. For
information call 759-YMCA.
Residents of West View Nursing
Home will rock for Alzheimer's
from 8 to 9 a.m. at McDonald's
and from 9 to 11 a.m. at Wal-Mart.
Louis Douthitt, CPA, will be at
Senior Citizens' Center at Weaks
Center from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. to
assist senior citizens and disabled
persons with income tax forms. For
appointment call 753-0929.

ves,,", Ms.
'eb. 9 issue
as much a
any unau-

Summer Job Fair will be from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Curris Center
ballroom at Murray State University. Admission is free.

,ple's firss ''extraormake her
ro and her

A comedian will perform at 7:30
p.m. in Curris Center Stables, Murray State University. Admission is
free.
Faculty recital by Randall Black,
voice, accompanied by Kim Black
and Marie Taylor, will be at 8 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.

r 20 years
esponsibilipain,' said
arring in a
"Sons and

;el- Larry
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)ut loving"
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Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.
Calloway County High School
Boys' Varsity basketball team will
host Reidland at 6 p.m.

4

r

Imo •=1

A media presentation on the Dead Sea Scrolls will presented to the loc.'al community on Wednesday, Feb. 6, at 7 p.m. in meeting morn of Calloway County Public Library. Earl Hunsaker, president of Murray Branch
of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints will present the hour-long
program. The Dead Sea Scrolls have provided religious people throughout
the world, and especially Christians,- the opportunity to re-exarine the
Holy Bible in light of these and other contemporary religious wr:tings of
the period, a church spokesperson said. The presentation will he in n,so
parts with the first session on Feb. 6, and the second session on Frid.ly.
Feb. 15. All interested persons are invited.

Genealogical meeting changed
I he meeting of Calloway County Genealogical .Society has been
changed to the second Tuesday, Feb. 12, at 4 p.m. in Annex of CahwA
County Public Library. Attorney Bill Phillips will be the guest sca'iccr.
Patricia Falwell, president, urges all members and interested persons to
attend and to note the change in meeting day from first Tuesday to second
Tuesday.

Quilting class is scheduled
A quilting cIaSs will be offered at Murray Area Vocational Center
beginning Tuesday, Feb. 12, from 6 to 9 p.m. The Class will meet for a
total of 15 hours on Tuesdays through March 12. A charge of 525 enrollment fee will be made and each one must provide their own basic supples,
including a portable sewing machine. For more information call Lou Ann
Philpot at 753-6843.

Kappas will hear Seely speak
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Feb.
5, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. The guest speaker will be Suzanne Seely.
with her subject being "Supermarket Saavy: Learning To Be Healthier On
A Budget." Hostesses will .3e Peggy Billington, Brenda Turner, Marilyn
Delaney and Joanne Erwin.

Hazel Club will canvass town
Members of the Hazel Woman's Club. will canvass the town of Hazel
for donations for the American Heart Association, according to Marla
Thompson, Heart Fund chairman for the club. Members will college on
Thursday, Feb. 7, and Tuesday, Feb. 18. Each one will be identified with
a badge denoting a Heart Fund volunteer. The public is urged to support
this group in this endeavor, Thompson said.

Jessica Amelia-Lynn Merrell born
Jessica Amelia-Lynn Merrell is the name chosen by Dorothy' Ann Merrell of Rt. 3, Box 330A, Murray, for her baby girl, weighing n ne pounds
five ounces, born on Sunday, Jan. 20, at 10:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Ms. Edna Merrell is her grandmother. Greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Dorothy Jennings of Murray and Mrs. Kenneth
Rick of Puryear, Tenn.

By Peter H Gott, M.D.
diari Vi'iddfrid .1
t•ri 1. an it
DEAR DR GOTT I experien«• nel
pre enting
heart palpitations about four times a for
year I've worn a /Jolter monitor anti tachycardi and uttier '
have had an EKG done while having heartbeat lit is ay
the palpitations Since I don't experi- acting form fralan `1f -u r
ence dizziness or lightheadedness, my en only once a day Thi..
doctor says they are harmless and !arty drastic treattner
t.0
he s prescribed (1alan 8.0 milligrams PETRH
Sometimes the Calan doesn't work, or years I suggest
.•
and I must go to my local emergency doctor
M
room for IV ('alan My doctor feels medicine ou 11 rci
fLi',
Tn.
t1,-.
I 11 have to be placed on medication
for the rest of my life Isn t that rath- appears to hays, been t.),,
er drastic since the palpitations ap- wise you yyouldri t hays' needed
pear to be harmless'
DEAR READER Palpitations art'
periods of forceful, rapid or irregular
heartbeats Everybody experiences
them on occasion By and large they.
are a harmless annoyance that is
on the square • 753-9569
worsened by stimulants isuch as caffeine), nicotine, stress anxiety and fa
Savings Up To
tigue These benign palpitations rarely cause symptoms, other than a mild
feeling that something s not right
In patients with heart disorders,
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
however, palpitations may indicate a
terdency toward runaway heart
rhythm Called ventricular tachycardia this arrhythmia iirregularity)can
progress tc: life-threatening cardiac
% Off
standstill. Therefore the significance
of the palpitations must be 'lletermined in the t•ontext of underlying
heart disease and symptoms that result Such a judgment can usually be
made after an examination, cardiogram. Hotter monitor )24-hour continin some
uous cardiogram). and
cases - a stress test
Evidently, in your case, your heart
was pronounced normal Thus you
may choose to ignore occasional
bouts of palpitations. But try to avoid
situations that seem to trigger them
Nonetheless. I am 'concerned that
you have required intravenous drugs
to stop your palpitations This suggests that, for some reason, your attacks last longer and are more troublesome than simple palpitations
From your description. I suspect you
Power Strip
are experiencing episodes of supraventricular tachycardia. a common
—1 ° Sponge Mop
condition marked_by prolonged, bursts
399
of rapid pulse Although these attacks
are not hazardous--to your health land
do not reflect heart disease), you may
wish to take medicine continuously to
prevent them

DR. GOTT

JO-AN'S

varieties

OUR LIQUIDATION SALE
CONTINUES!
Nov Spring
Arrivals

c\

75% off

Ladies' & Children's

20

AICE

Hardware

Cirernrn
Paint & Decorating Center

Entry
Lock/Deadlock

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
WATCH.(work activities training center for the handicapped) Center
at 702 Main St., Murray, isin need of aluminum cans to be used as one of
work projects of the clients. Persons with aluminum cans may leave them
at the center, Monday through Friday. For more information call
759-1965.

Alaskan cruise is cancelled
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Tour Director Toopie Thomas Moore has cancelled the seven-day Alaskan cruise/tour planned for
May 23. This may be rescheduled at a later date. For information, call
Mrs. Moore at 753-8274.

Co v pon

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those whoiwhat!where questions
about your new city7
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

With Coupon
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday - ONLY
Good through month of February
mmi •••

•
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Family Gard
Smoke Detector

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

,

fire de'ec f,on wrlr loud
s,9noi

boner y

40A18P1( 60 ,S 1(x.,
35513 14 15 16

Ems

1.00 Off Fish Plate

T53-1851

Medication controls palpitations

The annual luncheon and card party by Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club has been scheduled for Thursday, March 7, at 12 noon at
the club house, South Seventh and Vine Streets. Tickets are $6 per person
and may be purchased by calling Gloria McLaughlin, 753-5338, or any
member of the Garden Department.

Hardin

°P
S
ter,
anci•ttI

-Leah Hill and
Darrell 11)7)01 t marru

Garden Department plans event

Country Crossroads

istry
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,,,,Nts.,..144.1.1ilt•mt Dauc11.1.o.vat
announce —their engagement and
approaching marriage.
The bride -elect is the daughter of
Robert and Glenda Hill of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs.
Brown of Murray,
and of Mrs Willie Hill and the late
Rev. Walter Hill of Camden, Tenn.
The groom -elect is the son of
Jot W. and Jean Lovett of Benton.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe H. Lovett and of Mrs.
Eunice Worxis. all of Benton
Ms. Hill is employed at Fisher
Price, Murray. :
Mr. Lovett is employed with
Merchant',
Inc. at Livingston
Point
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. March 2, at
6:30 p.m at Hardin Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow at the
church.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attcn ,: :he wedding and
the reception.

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, Feb. 5. from 12
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church. This is a free
service of the church, located on Sycamore Street at South 15th Street.

LWV special program . Tuesday

1991

Hill:Lovett'vows will be said March 2

Free checks to be on Tuesday

(ConI'd from page 6)
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Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingelx)rg King 492 8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

Light Bulbs -4 Pk.
Come in out of the dark with G E
inside frost bulbs Choose from 40
60, 75 or 100 woe 4 phi
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National
Boy Scout Week
Feb. 3-93 1991

Spinners! storytelling enjoyed by all

Spinners!
to-sponsor
workshop
for youth
Storytelling is as strong a scouting tradition as camping. and the
upcoming season of the National
Scouting Museum features activities in both areas.
In addition to a series of low
impact camping workshops held
each Saturday in July. the
museum's storytelling troupe,
Spinners! will be managing a story crafting exhibit featuring the highlights of the "You Can Be a Star"
competition.
For several months. Scouts
.,hroughout the country have been
preparing videotaped storytelling
productions to enter the contest. Up
:o 12 winning productions will be
lex_ted_from the.entrants. _and._the
7ners will perform at the
museum on Saturdays from June to
August.
During each weekend. the S:out
storytellers will participate m a
workshop directed by experienced
actors and directors who will help
..hem refine their performing skil:s
The big moment will come when
storytellers perform for National
Scouting Museum visitors. lust as
t7e Spinners Jo.

In many schools, like those in
Spartenburg, South Carolina, the
Spinners! are becoming a tradition.
They have been invited back for
the fourth consecutive year, and the
younger will probably, as often
happens. present the actors with
drawings of their performances.
The two actors are touched by the
gesture and enjoy the opportunity

OYerton and keid perform an
Memptus...Medina... and then its
on to Clinton. Chattanooga... Tulla- arnaiing array of stories which
homa... Finally, the two. young include countless characters. In
the Gingerbread Man," Reid
gentlemen from Murray get a day
off -- not to rest but to travel. plays the title role while Overton
After visiting schools and Scout frantically changes hats and props.
troops in Tennessee an4 Kentucky. acting out the other characters.
the next stop for actors Jay Overton
Although The Gingerbread
and Roderick Reid is Painesville,
is one of the most popular
Man"
Ohio where they will spin more
yarns and stories for their young performances, the hands-down
audiences. Overton and Reid are favorite is the story of "Annassi the
part of the Spinners! The peripate- Spider.- an African mime story. It
tic storytelling troupe that makes tells of Annassi being captured by
its home at the National Scouting J crow and carried into the sky.
Esentually. Annassi's three sons
Museum.
The Spinners! 1991 touring sea .ome to the rescue. but only after
croming extraordinar> Aids.
son began Jan. 15 and promises to
be their most sufcessful yet. By the
-Annassi is told through exagend of Februar5, the dauntless duo
physical movements, and
gerated
will have spun talcs in Kentucky.
Tennessee, Ohio. South Carolina. audien,-es are encouraged to mimic
Missouri and Arkansas. a total of them "I: gets pretty rowdy," Overton reports. "hut the kids and grow.
118 stops.
Jay Overton believes their grow - "adps leaks lose it. I've run into
people months later, who come up
ing popularity is due to sescral fa
tors.. As more people crooy Spin :0 me making goofy movements
.! sLY ,ne nos 4.t.mt *AnnAssi.'"
ners! performances at the museum,
Some would saY- the life of an
word spreads among educators and
Scout troops about about the - qual- a,tor is hard. hut for troupers like
ity of their storytelling perfor- Oyertor, and Reid. it has extraorrnan;e. "Bcsi,lei. than"
..dinary rewards.
10 Oserton. "sve•ve done a better
Performances by the Spinners!
job at marketing ourselves "
can he arranged by contacting J.*
When Overton and Reid were OYerton at the National Scouting
contacted by Scouts in Painessille. Museum during museum office
Ohio. to perform at an annual Blue h, urs. Monday through Friday.
and Gold banquet. they made a Dttr,. Worry if he is out, there's
number of calls to other potential always Someone else available to
to look at what tries do fr
hook a Spinners! tour The phone
perspective of children
-; ;s1.

IM

1
VI

audiences in that state. Those calls
resulted in additional bookings in
Cleveland, Canton, Chillicothe,
Olmsted Falls and Cincinnati, a
month long road trip. "It's the
longest we've ever been away on
tour," Overton said.
"Another marketing innovation
struck Overton while at home in
Danville. Illinois for the winter
holidays. Visiting a mall on Saturday afternoon, he saw musicians
and dramatic groups performing for
the shoppers_
As a result of this inspiration.
Overton is negotiating dates now
wfth several malls in Ohio and
South _Carolina.
In spite of living out of their
suitcases for a month, and in spite
of packing and repacking all the
hats, canes, jackets, banners and
other props and costumes, the
Spinners! never lose their test for
what they do. "It's fun to see the
faces of the younger kids while
they watch two grown men acting
silly."

Spinners! Ja% Merton ancl Roderick Reed entertain an eager audience of children, as they spin their yarns. The duo is part of the
National Scouting Museum's storycrafting troupe, which travels
across the country performing for groups of all ages. Their most
popular performance is that of "annassi the Spider," an African
mime story.
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Pioneer Scouts

Bill of Rights exhibited at National Scouting Museum
the Bill of Rights and the freedoms it protects are very much a
:)ar: of our daily lives." Hunt said.
-This exhibit can provide an
important element in a study of
indiy idual freedom in the U.S. and
the de:.,-ate balance between freedim and resoonsibilita that the Bill
o' R.ahts addresses I can't think of
;;ppropriate topic or exhihi0 hr he Scouting Museum to he
: aith." he said.

CM.

,v

.arrent vtuation in the
Last. the museum is %crv.
aware of the' irr.portarke of
aKreciation to :he armed
,es. COnseq,.eilt:y, the
^-:
fre,..a.!m

.

F ark hoscouts of 1914, known as the Texan I nited States
•tf)uts pose for a portrait in their uniforms complete with wooden
rifles.

military personnel of the &talk of
this special museum program.
Another new addition to the season's plans is a. cooperative programming and promotion effort
between the Scouting museum and
other museum's on Murray State's
campus. "With Wrather West Kentucky Museum and the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery," Hunt said. "we
can now offer visitors several
attractions to visit while they are in
Murray.The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
offers exhibitions of contemporary
art by regional and national artists.
The Wrather museum features
exhibitions ofoirt and artifacts per'.1 regional arts, crafts and

it's a way for
• ;eve sore of the stress
Hunt said.
ampbe:l. Noolonal Guard
reserve u nits 11
J'.::::•,CssCC. Illinois ;oat Vas. nein notify families of

Arnitist all the upcoming seas • packed calendar of events.
:he .Spinners! of -course will he
a casing their spellbinding tales at
tie museum and on the road.
As director of
Scouting Museum,
Hunt's attention
focused on making

the National
much of Mark
and effort is
certain that the

Ashland. They will repeat their
popular Brownsca Island historic
La:fining re-enactment July 26, 27
and 28. In authentic dress with period tools and equipment, Scout:raster Carl Kurnutte's scouts
recreate the first Boy Scout Camp
,orivened in 1907 by I.ord Robert
Paden-Powell
Hunt said the museum will be
aLquiring ten portable. exhibitions
about our nation's Bill of Rights
produced by the Philadelphia
Ha:nano:es Council. 1991 is the
bicentennial year for the Bill of
R:ghts. These exhibitions will be
available free to schools with in a
121) mile, radius, of Murray, with
the only cost to participating
s,hools being the expense of shipping to the next site.

world knows -about ,the museum
and all that it has to offer. "Our
thrust this season," Hunt said. "is
to make each of our audiences
aware that we are here and available to them for a full nine months.
not just the summer."
For the first time in its use year
history. the museum will open
March 1 and stay' open through
Nov. 10. "This is great news for
school groups," Hunt said.. "Now
they' can schedule class trips and
take part in our outstanding educational programs."
Besides the usual array of
museum programs and exhibitions.
Murray. State University's Wildlife
Society brings their Birds of Pres.
program to the museum throughout
spring and summer. Using the
injured owls, hawks and falcons in
their care, the Wildlife Societyl
members talk about the uses and
habits of the birds and stress key
concepts about the preservation and
protection of endangered species.
Another summer attraction features Boy Scout Troop 154 from

Reflecting on the scope and vitality of the coming season's activities. Hunt is looking forward to
another year of record breaking
croAds "It looks like a great seasort We can't wait to open the
doors." he said
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Scouts from around the world
share the satisfaction of meeting
new challenges
We support these leaders
Of tomorrow'
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Scouting Spirit
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D&T Warehouse Foods
WE SUPPORT YOU!
Happy 81st Anniversary

(Campus of Murray State University)
big part in
Scouting, as boys learn the meaning of
friendship. Congratulations, Boy Scouts!
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STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd St.

753-5341

BOYSCOUT WEEK
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Video Mart
Bel-Air Center, Murray 753-1399
uor -Thur 10-9. Fri & Sat. 10-10, Sun 12-8
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1.H. Churchill Funeral Home
WEDDINGS AND PORTRAITS
-201 S. 3rd. St.
Country Square
753-2411 502453_0035
Murray
1608 121
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SCOUTS!
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Gifts from
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Scouts of all ages
are the pride
of our community.
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Making good things grow—in nature
and in life—is what Scouting is all about
Keep up the good work, Scouts!
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107 N. 4th St.
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Scouts learn skills they'll enjoy for a lifetime. We're proud of the contribution
Scouting makes to America's youth.
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F or All Your
Scouting Supplies

BOY.

Tomorrow's Leaders!

N. By-Pass

A NEW SERVICE FOR YOU

Arri LIDD Ari-rt,
Your local long distance company.

Over 5,000 Movie Rentals
Over 400 Nintendo Rentals
Mon •Thurs
10-9

Cor

Care F1-om Tune Ups To Major Ouerlinuls

Cunningham Auto Repair
epa s. 4iti street

502-753-8831

Shopping

Fri. & Sat.

Cordw

10-10

24-Hour
Sohn&

Sun. 14

Rentals

753-7670 '`Iiir
7.

Drop-off Box
Avaiiabia

Being

self-reliant Is Important In life and
one of the things a scout learns.
--- v
We proudly support scouts In
:4
_.
all their endeavors!
•

An in-depth automotive air conditioning and
heating service and repair performed by Kevin
Lamb. service technician.
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FARM AND AG NOTES
1991 is

between $44 billion and $49 billion
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A minor recession will have little
effect on retail beef, pork and poultry
prices, according to a livestock economist at the University of Kentucky.
Tight supplies, projected increases
in production and the narrow margin
between wholesale and retail prices
will tend to minimize a recession-lead
influence on retail prices, said Lee
Meyer, an Extension specialist with
the UK College of Agriculture.
Looking at retail beef prices, Meyer
said tight cattle supplies have meant
little fluctuation in wholesale prices.
There is little profit margin between
wholesale and retail prices-'because
consumers tend to switch to lowerpriced beef cuts or substitute other
products, especially poultry', when
they believe prices are too high.

'89 '90*
• Forecast

KRTN tntographics/STEPHEN RAVENSCRAFT

The valuable soybean
feels pressure from
foreign competition, too
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Farmers have been told repeatedly that wheat
prices are down because granaries are bulging in much of the world. Soybeans arc in a similar fix, and Agriculture Department experts don't see
much relief in sight.
The United States is far and away the world's biggest soybean producer
and exporter. But a few other countries, mainly in South America, have
nudged into the lucrative market over the years.
Soybeans, when crushed, provide , a high-protein meal used in livestock
feed and vegetable Oil for cooking; margarine and many other products.
With comktition, soybean buyers like Japan, the Soviet Union and
Western Europ6have been more price conscious and choosy. No one in
the department has predicted that there will be a big turnaround soon and
hat the American soybean farmer will see the fat profits of a decade or so
ago.
Bean prices at the farm averaged S5.74 per bushel nationally in midDecember, for example, compared with $6.82 in 1977, a year used as a
...omparative base by the department.
Weather problems helped drive prices to an average of $7.83 per bushel
in 1983
a 12-month average - and to 57.42 in 1988. They dropped to
$5.70 in 1989.
- A recent USDA outlook article said that while U.S. soybean acreage
:eclined during most of the 1980s. acreage in South America increased.
"But South America, particularly Brazil, may now be approaching
stable production," •the report said. "Brazil's policy of promoting soy'),:an production has proven too expensive to continue.'
Meanwhile, it said, U.S. policy changes brought by the five-year 1990
farm law will have an effect on the "mix" of crops farmers choose to
grow this year and through 1995.
The recent weakening of soybean prices make beans less attractive than
corn under the 1990 law's flexibility provisions.
'Uncertainty about foreign demand, particularly in the Soviet Union,
and likely drops in South American production could alter prices and the
production outlook by this spring,'' the report said. "However, at this
point, any shift to soybeans from corn on the new flexible acres will be
quite minimal."
Soybeans are huge cash earners for farmers in the Corn Belt and South
and are a legume that for many years has been called a "miracle crop"
because of its value and popularity.
Economist Roger Hoskin, writing in the current issue of Agricultural
Outlook magazine, said the flexibility features of the new farm law,
which allows crop substitutions on part of their acreage, probably will
make soybeans more attractive than wheat in spring wheat areas, and possibly more appealing that barley and oats at current market prices.
"By 1992, all program provisions will be in place and relative market
prices will have a greater impact on acreage allocations," he said. "With
wheat prices projected low, soybean, canola and sunflower seed acreage
could be higher, especially in winter wheat areas."
But, barring a surge in foreign demand and depending on South American plantings, prices for oil seeds could be lower in 1991-92, Hoskin said.
A report last week by the department's Foreign Agricultural Service
said world oil seed production in 1990-91 is forecast at a record of more
than 217 million metric tons, cup 2 percent from last .season:
Foreign output was projected at 156.6 million tons and the U.S. crop at
60.6 million tons.
The total oil seed production figures included about 105.5 million tons
of soybeans, with the United States accounting for 52.3 million tons. A
metric ton of about 2,205 pounds is the equivalent of 36.7 bushels of
soybeans.
Other major soybean producers and their expected harvests this season
include: Brazil, 18 million tons; Argentina, 10.3 million; China, 11.5 million; the 12-nation Economic Community, 1.85 million; Paraguay, 9.93
million; and "other" nations, 9.93 million.
Soybeans account for less than one-half of the world's total production
of oil seeds. Other major crops inclOde cottonseed, peanuts, sunflower
seed. rapeseed, flax seed, copra and palm kernel.

Changing ag labor supply creating
schism between rural/urban residents
Kentucky's farmers are facing a
labor shortage that their urban cousins
don't realize, according to poll results
released this week by the University
of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"When Kentuckians were asked if
they thought enough workers were
available locally for farm work, the
prevailing public belief, by nearly a
two to one margin, was yes. When
Kentucky farmers were asked, 85
percent said reliable local labor is
hard to find," said Gil Rosenberg, a
research assistant with the University
of Kentucky College of Agriculture
Department of Rural Sociology.
As a result of the shortage of farm
workers, Kentucky farmers are turning to migrant farm workers for labor.
'Rosenberg estimates that as many as
1,500 migrant laborers were used last
growing season. He expects the number to continue to climb.
"Although it is difficult to predict
the extent of migrant labor usage,
Kentucky has the potential for a large
migrant labor force because it now
uscs the most seasonal farm labor in
the region," Rosenberg said.
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Recession to have little effect on retail meat prices

Net farm income
In billions of dollars, forecast for
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As a result, there is less likelihood
of lower retail beef prices during a
minor recession. But the situation
could change if the recession becomes
severe.
"Beef bears the brunt when economic times are tough because many
consumers consider it a luxury and
tend to substitute other meat and
poultry products when they perceive
beef prices as too high," Meyer said.
The USDA projects a one- to twopercent increase in beef production
this year. Indications of the slight
increase in production are that a
smaller percentage of the calf crop is
being slaughtered as calves, production per cow continues to increase,
and the trend toward positive returns
is expected to continue for several

No-tillage reduces sediment/chemical
losses in surface runoff precipitation
Using no-tillage for planting can
reduce surface runoff losses of nitrogen by 38 percent and losses by
atrazine by 73 percent compared with
conventional tillage methods, according to research released this week by
agronomists with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"This research shows that the way
farmers prepare their land for planting
beds does have a decided impact on
fertilizer and herbicide content of
run-off water," said Bob Blevins.
research agronomist.
In the experiment, a rain simulator
designed by Bill Barfield, agricultural
engineer, was used to "rain" on experimental plots prepared using various tillage methods, including no-till,
chisel-plow, and conventional tillage.
The plots were on a Maury silt loam
soil with a 9 percent slope.
-Each plot had been treated with
granular ammonium nitrate and triple
superphosphate and sprayed with atruin 24 hours before the rain,
according to Blevins. Ananto Seta. a

graduate student. helped conduct the
study.
Runoff of water was least for the
no-till method, with considerably
more runoff from chisel-plow and
even more from conventional tillage.
"1 he runoff volume for no-till was
one-sixth of that for conventional
tillage. Therefore, it stands to reason
that both sediment and chemic4 losse' would be least with the no-till
niethod"Blevins said.
And they were.
Sediment for the no-till plots was
practically non-existent for the no
tillage method,20 times higher for the
chisel plow and roughly 90 times
higher for conventional tillage.
When. compared with chisel-plow
tillage, no-tillage reduced nitrate and
atra/ine losses in runoff water by up
to 23 percent and 43 percent respectisely. However, Blevin said, soluble
phosphate losses from no-tillage were
slightly higher, 14 percent, than those
from chisel-plow tillage

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
Cattle 493 compare to two
ago. Slaughter steers steady, heif
ers untested last report. Cows
2.00-3.00 higher, hulls untested.
Calves and vealers untesteg, feeder
steers 600-13.00 higher on weights
under 5(0)
.1k 1.00-5.00 higher on
weights over 500 lb., heifers
6.00-9.00 higher on weights under
500 lb. steady 2.00-higher on
weights over 500 lb.
Slaughter steers: select and
choice 2-3 1,025-1345 lb
72.50-76.00.
Slaughter heifers: select 3 92s
lb. 70.(X)
Slaughter cows: breaking utility.
53.50 cutter and boning utility, 1-3
44.00 - 50.50, few 52.00-55.00,
cutter 1-2 46.00-48.00.
Feeders: steers: medium and
large No. 1 250-290 lb.
96.00-133.00, 300-4001b.
107.00-113.00, 400-500 lb.
98.00-118.50, 500-600 lb.
86.00-98.00, 600-700 lb.
86.00-87.00, 700-800 lb.
83.00-86.00, 800-900 lb.
70.00-77.00, medium No. 2
300-500 lb. 91.00-96.00, large No.
2 400-410 lb. 77.00-80.00, 625-710
lb. 69.50-75.00, 780-825 lb.
66.50-67.25, small No. 1 300-500
lb. 81.00-91.00, few 100-108.00,
580 lb. 73.50.
Heifers: medium and large No. 1
250-300 lb. 84.00-102.00, 300-400
lb. 93.00-101.00 400-500 lb.

•

9 7.00 . 500-600 lh.
c() x6.50, 600-700 lb.
113-83.75.. medium No. 2
500 lb. 70.00-93.00, 5007600,
75.00-77.00, small Nd.
500 ib. 75.00 87.00. 500-600
00
Lows ::.edium No. I ,
5-7 year and

Rates of disease occurrence
running higher than hoped
Rates of occurrence for 11,.
winter-season livestock diseas,H
are running higher than expected,
according to diagnostic laboratory
reports from Murray State Univ.crsity's Breathitt Veterinary Center
(I3VC) at floplonsville.
Dr. Wade Kadel, BV(' director,
said producers should be particular
ly alert for transmissible
gastroneneritis (T6E) in sv.irie.
pneumonia in both sows and cattle
and evidence of malnutrition and
winter tetany in cows nursing
calves.
Although they are not the only
seasonal diseases affecting lises
tuck, he said submissions to the
BVC ,from western Kentucky in
recent weeks indicated occurrences
of each are more widespread than
usual.
Kadel offered information to
livestock producers about each
1:sease:
TGE is an infectious vital
disease that can spread rapidly
among baby pigs to other susceptible animals and can cause a mortal
ity rate as high as 80 percent in
pigs fewer than five days ()Id.
Manifestations of the disease are
severe diarrhea in the newborn and,
diarrhea and perhaps vomiting in
sow's. TGE can be 'confused with
other diseases that cause diarrhea
in baby pigs. and producers are

IL.

(iiagnostic lahoran..
Ind io prompt and accur,.
diagnosis, with a follow-up
aepr0priate therapeutic and pre.e'l
1,v
P;10,:urc!!4 p'.'•utnrin:a has
:!:e eilagtios:s in r,ufncrous
rt:por:. to producers and veterinari:'1
Cause of death
s es over the past
A

A

%Ins a .':r,-.'r: are familiar with
• dhea,:
recogrii/e the
tance o! obtaining not only
;17 ',ICC irate diagnosis but learning
We ar.il);oti susceptibility results
from a veterinary diagnostic
;4horatory.

Winter tetany in cow's nursing
cakes has probably been on the
iricrease due to the mild and wet
winter weather. Numerous cases of
hypo:ftagnesemia and hypocalcemia
nursing cows were reported by
Ii‘f in recent weeks.
( aule(nen are encouraged :o
oh ler supplemental minerals to their
cows ni/A" and through the springti:::.' Supplemental magnesium and
caliurn for cows will significantly
reduce occurrences of grass tetany
later in the spring when r.istures
heconie lush.

Meadows Produce
to present sixth
of nine-part class
Meadows Produce will present
Tuesday. Feb. 5. its sixth in a nine
part series, emphasi/ing the equipment used in the production
produce.
A 30-minute video presentation
will show how vegetable production is accomplished in the Tampa
region of Florida. The video is
used to explain what the objectives
are in the production of produce.
The second topic of the evening
will review all topics taught to
date. It will be a good time for
those who have missed 4 class to
make up what has been covered.
The . class will be conducted in
the Calloway County High School
Ag classroom and will start at 7
p.m. For further information, call
436-5888.
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We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
vinyl
with hardboard siding
92,475
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
83,175
2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22) $3,475
$3,675
2 112 CAR (24x24)
2 112 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR
$4,175
(24x30)
(24x30)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT & FREIGHT

• COUPON

Seven Seas
Murray

$1 00 Off
Any Dinner Entree

Permanent Location:

i

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
siding
$2,875
$3,575
$3,975
$4,075

Rt. 6 Box 697
Symsonia Road
Mayfield, KY
111

247-0937
247-4179

$4,675

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BURR BUILT GARAGE CO.

With Fre* Salad Bar
Not Valid Wit BPI OiMet couren drscount
Good for all members viparty

.
1
8 12L.

an extended period ul favorable returns for farrow -to-finish operations
and a good supply of moderately
priced feeds.
"A minimal increase in pork production is insurance against a recession -lead decline in roducer pork
prices," Meyer said.
'Retail poultry prices are more,
likely to be affected by a recession
because the industry has moved into
the fast food industry and away from
home consumption,- Meyer said. "If
consumers perceise hard economic
times,they may eat out less and switch
from convenience items to more basic
poultry products. This would reduce
the demand for poultry, especially
chicken, which has made major inroads int() the fast food industry:
Projected poultry expansion also
could put downward pressure on
prices, ne added. I he USDA predicts
five•perccnt increase in poultry
i(y)i

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

Rosenberg said the dwindling local
farm labor pool has been affected by a
number of situations, including
smaller farm family size, increasing
opportunities for off-farm employment and low wages generally associated with farm labor.
"Urban residents tend to be unaware of the changes in agricultural
labor. They responded that they believe that not only is labor available
locally, but also that hiring migrant
laborers takes jobs away from local
workers," Rosenberg said.

H:iy. 641 N

years.
However, feeder cattle prices are
expected to remain tight because of
reduced calf crops the last few years
and the financial incentive for producers to retain heifers for replacements.
If a recession causes a decline in the
market price for beef cattle, it will be
short term, according to Meyer. Even
if prices drop, he advises producers to
"avoid an over-reaction by panic
selling calves and replacement heif
ers. Just sit tight."
Consumers may benefit from lower
retail pork prices, according to Meyer.
"Wholesale prices may fall some
what due to a slight increase in pork
production following substantial in
creases in retail prices in 1990," he
said. "In addition, retailers likely will
feature pork products as specials
because of the lower wholesale
prices."
The USDA projects a two-percent
increase in pork production, fueled

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

a

•

`a•kt

'HIRER, KT.-(502)674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.
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Murray High wins All-A region in overtime
By DANIEL T. PARKER

Sports
Wrangler

Murray Ledger & Timss Sport. ECII1Of

MAYFIELD - - The Cardinals carved up the clock, but the Tigers
sliced down the nets Saturday night in the finals of the First Region All-A
Classic tournament at Mayfield_ High School.
Murray High claimed their first All-A regional championship Saturday
night. beating defending All-A champion Mayfield 60-57 in an overtime
thriller at !Mayfield's Sports Arena.
The Tigers won despite blowing a seven-point halftime lead and sweating through Mayfield's time-eating strategy through the final three
minutes of regulation plkv
In Lne end, it took a big play from a big-name player to win the big
:.' Willis Chcaney, who scored 25 points in the final game, had just
two free throws with 1:08 left in
\4 _rray a one-point lead hy

Daniel T.
PARKER
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Cary Miller's face was shining like that of an eight-yearold who'd just seen Santa Claus
walking in with the train set
he'd wanted for Christmas.
"This is great!" Miller said to
B.B. Kendrick, principal of Ballard Memorial High School and
director of the boys' First Region All-A Tournament. "This is
all they' said it was going to
he"
It was all that, and more.
The game itself -- Murray and
Mayfield in Saturday night's
championship game at Mayfield
-- was even better than we
expected, an overtime thriller
that Murray ended up winning
by three points (sec related

Wth 50 ticks left and Mayfield trying to work the ball inside. Cheaney
,..:nged after a pass intended for 6-5 center Jarrod Stock.
heaney got just enough finger on the hail to tip it away. then claimed
possesslor: of the ball and set up the Tigers' offense.
Nt...rrav ,alled .timeout with 38 se,onds left and Heath Walls was fouled
1.so seconds after the break. hitting both free throws for a 5N-55 lead.
,iy field then missed and
,,7 the rebound. and Bart Crum
,:h 25 seconds left.
rushed the Tiger lead to
a:ter a held hall due to the posThe Cardinals then retained ;)os.es
to
the lead
• -r,'AS. r6-).
L.

!

story),

r

C,:rd:r.as made _
cd
wnh 152 .
Ben Brown nailed a
:7:;71 r,:bo,:nded a Tigc
basket that cut the c:
from the free th•
7,por.ded for Murray
chd After a Crteaney
F:clds answered a: Ihe
the lead on Steven
left. the Card,na:srem
:2
•ok,s.ng h.askc
of em p:
,i..arter. the Tigers
:cad on a Joseph jumper, hut Brown drove the baseline for
and Brooks followed Brown's bucket with a steal, drawing a
f • ,nr'd
rat.o, //

Nlurray High School's Willis Cheney (121 goes up against Mayfield's Ben Brown for a baseline jumper
during the first half of Saturday's All-A championship game at N1ayfield. Also shown are Mayfield's
Das id Fields and "sturray's Bart Crum I background ) and Heath Walls.

Racers keep OVC hopes alive
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst Sports Editor

CLARKSVILLE, Tn. - A sorc
hamstring, a bad ankle and the
Austin Peay Governors couldn't
slow down Murray State's Popeye
Jones Saturday night, and last
'year's OVC Player of the Year had
plenty of help from his friends as
the Racers stayed in the OVC title
chase with a 79-71 victory at the
Dunn Center.
Jones aggravated a pre-season
hamstring injury in practice Wednesday, then twisted an ankle in the
firs: half Saturday night. He
:A:sted it again midway through
the second half and, after watching
nis teammates fall behind as Racer
:7.::her Paul Newman retaped the
arik,. Jones returned with 9:28 left
abd the Governors leading 54-53.
The Govs fouled Jones. foar
in 30 seconds, putting the
:n the bonus, and he hit four
free ,2,rows and scored inside
Sp.tht. :2-7 run that put the Racers

Murray State's Popeye Jones scores two of his 24 points user Austin
Peay's Timms Brown in Murray's 79-71 win Saturday night.

Wh.,,e Jones started the spur:.
Greg Coble finished it. With MurTi; 61-58, Coble burned
.,:rnors three times with a
,...mper on the right side, a baseline
arid, after Peay's Greg Frank- ;.point shot, by breaking the
f).-a•. press and driving coast-to!, rita": Murray up 67-61
a: closed the contest by
•., :hi :0 of 12 free tiriio.
ai....rt-irts to t-.):d off the Governor,
•
closing minutes.
game-high 24 points yk a. .
:8 from Coble, who was
8-for-12 from the floor.
Jackson had 15 points and
_ rebounds, and Frank Allen
ten points.
ijaf.,•nsively, Paul King
7 Peay 's Donald Tivis •
• :he second half.

Ware tossed in 21 to
cc (i.,serriors, while Tommy
Geo!) Herman had 14
Int: win moved the Racers to 5-2
OVC play. and kept 3-4. Peay
two games .back in fourth place.
' "I' was proud of our guys
.tonicht.- Racer coach Steve Newton,s, "They showed the mental
to4firtess . and character it is going
to
to dig ourselves out of this
:ns,de game of Jones and
115 rebounds) was particuar,y deadly. as they led a Racer
charge on the hoards which gave
N1.,T7',; 43-26 lead on the glass.
Their presenue nsmde also opened
th:r4fs up, for Cob:e.
"I don't think you can sit back
and let the ball go inside to Jones
and Jackson and let them pick us
apart." Austin Peay coach Dave
U .sH. sa:d. -We tried to come out
rc,\rc the outside people and
turnovers. 1 hey did a
eood job. especially Coble,
ng to the hole on us."
who hit 11 of 14 3-point
atte:-.i.,!•!:, on a road trip last
said he Could feel the
Go..ernors wa:ting on him to shoot
the
-1 hey were respecting my
3-po.nt shooting." Coble said. "So
took the hall on the dribble
and went right by them. I was just
what the defense was giving
i.IL71:
r
Jor,,:s and Jackson dominated the
pulling down 12 of Murray's
ra
one of
-Hensive rebounds
tn. reasons Murray shot 51 percent
for thc game. Jones said the two
have reached the point where they
are woyking together on the inside.
I played with Chris (Ogden) for
years, and I knew what he was
rig to do, and he knew what I
going to do," Jones said. "It's

getting that way with Tree (Jackson). I know- when he's going to
shoot and when he's going to pass:
and he knows the same about me.
"I think we hit the boards hard,"
Jackson said. "It was a real physi&,a1„game inside, but that's nothing
new. Every-one is playing physical
down low against •us." '
"We talked a lot of about
rebounding this week, because we
knew that would be a focus for
Peay," Newton said. "We did a
nice job on the board tonight."
The Racers knew the contest
with the Governors was a "must"
win to keep their hopes of a fourthstraight title alive. Murray trails
Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee
Tech now by a half-game.
"We played with a lot of reckless abandon tonight," Newton
said. "Maybe we need to do that
more. Our guys knew- the position
wall
.:
,ere in. Our backs are to the
w,ew
Chasing two teams puts a lot of
preSSure on the Racers, but King
said the Racers understand what
they- need, to do.
"We were trying to come out
tonight and play extra hard," King
said. "It's going to be a struggle if
you listen to the media, or the fans.
We're just taking it game by
game."
NEXT: The Racers travel to
Prairie View A&M tonight in non conference action.
MURRAY ST. (79)
Jackson 7,11 1-3 15, Coble 8-12 1-2 18
Jones 7-17 ¶30524. King 2-6 4-4 8. Allen 4-9
1 2 1C, GL,TM 1-2 2-2 4, Adams 0-0 0,0 0,
S, olis 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 29,57 20-28 79
AUSTIN PEAY (71)
Brown 6,12 2-7 14, Ware 9-12 3-4 21, Ttvis
1 95 5 8, Franklin 5,10 0-0 12, Murpny 0-4 0-0
0, Herman 5-13 2-2 14, Sutter 0-0 2-2 2 Totals

60tilm4e-2°
miia
—/Lstm
71 Peay 39, Murray St 39
3-pont goad—Murray St 1-10 (Coble 1-5, King
0 2, Alien 0-3), Austin Petry 5-17 (Franklin 22,
Herman 2-6, Tive 1-6, Murphy 0-3) Fouled
oil—Ware Rebounds—Murray Si 43 (Jones.
15), Austin Peay 26 (Ware, 7) Assists—Murray
S 8 (Coble, 3), Austin Peay 6 (Tins, 5) Tout
to.,!s—Murray St 18, Austin Peay 21

Mashburn a smash as Wildcats turn back Georgia
who left Ken:— F.:
Arherian center in 1978,
-!,i,f.rnan scoring record
A •7. 28 points in a
me
irK
3: point,
...cr -y a Kentucky
:rab'ie eight rebounds.
.r)ts and had six steals Sun.ea iing
,the 10th-ranked
to a 96-84 Southeastern
1.:onferenc e victory.
"At some point in the game a
has to step up," said Mashwho has the nickname
Monster Mash" for his powerful
"1 just had to step up. It
would have been a better game
A hou t the (seven) turnovers. But
,verall. I did OK."

rc"

.-r. • performance Came
4.110 fans in Rupp Arena.
arest in the facility's
and a national telesoft-spoken player said
rig to showcase his
When you go out with -things
that on your mind," he said of
naticinal TV, "you're not going to
N. Cry well."
Kentucky (17-3 overall. 9-1
SEC, had one of its best overall
2.er1ormances of the season: scot-

'rig 3 1 points off 23 Georgia turnovers, blocking 16 shots and hittr,,g 33 of 53 shots for a seasonnigh 62.3 percent.
Mashburn scored 17 points in the
'first half a Kentucky built a 50-38
lead and then hit a key basket in
the second half to turn back a rally
by Georgia (11-8, 4-6).
Georgia pulled to within 71-67
on Marshall Wilson's free throw
'with 8:20 remaining in the game
Mashburn countered with a 3-pointer from the top of the key and
Richie Farmer scored on baseline
drive after a Georgia turnover to
push the margin to 76-67.
"We wanted to play the first
five minutes (of the second half)
tough, and we did," said Georgia

coa. Hugh Durham. "I thought
talcnt-wise we were talented
enough ro win.
"IL: I thought that some of the
dec isuns we made out on the court
were what cost us the win."
Kentucky gradually built the
lead to 85:72 when Deron Feldhaus
sank two tree throws with 3:55 to
go. Georgia could get no closer
than 10 points the rest of the way.
Georgia had problems shooting
making only' 29 of 74
the hal;
40.5 percent and 19
for
field goals
of 14 free throws for 55.9 percent
"We played hard and very physical, but we couldn't hit our free
throws," said Georgia reserve
guard Jody Patton. "If we hit our
fro. throws, we're in this game."
_

Guards Litterial Green and Rod
Cole each had 21 points to lead
Georgia.
Farmer finished with 16 points,
John Pclphrey had 14 and Junior
Braddy added 13
. in support for
Kentucky.
Kentucky reeled off 12 straight
points, including Mashburn's spinning drive around Neville Austin
and a 3-pointer by Feldhaus, to go
up 21-14 with 9:58 remaining in
the first half.
Georgia countered with Cole's
8-foot bank shot and Green's three
free throw's to close to within 21-19
only 19 seconds later, but Braddy
hit a 16-footer and 3-pointer to key
a 9-2 run that pushed Kentucky's ,
advantage to 30-21 at 7:34.

But it wasn't the game itself
Miller was talking about. He
and Kendrick were talking about
Lexington - logistics -- where the
team will stay, how they will
cat, what is paid for and what
isn't during their journey to the
All-A state tournament this
week.
But while Miller was trying
to listen to Kendrick's agenda,
his eyes kept glancing to the
court, where players, managers,
cheerleaders. fans, parents and
reporters were busily enjoying
the first sweet moments of a
w in w hich wi!I be longremembercd.
It was that
the emotion of
it all -- that had Miller
impressed.
But wait' 1his is a man who
has won two "real" regional
championships during his tenure
with tht Tigers. Does a trip to
the All-A state tournament
really compare with this tournament for small schools only?
You het it does: Miller said.
••Oh yeah.- he said. "We've
been fort:1mile enough to win
the region tr'a couple of times,
,
and that's great... but I've said —
this . trom the start; this is the
greatest thing to hit basketball
in -the state of Kentucky."
• • • •
It may be, but the only way
the "All-A" tournament is going
to survive is through the support of the fans -; and there
weren't very many of them
showing their support for Murray' High. "I can't understand
it," said one tournament official,
who wished to remain nameless.
"You're talking about one of
the best teams in the region,
and one of the most exciting
players (Cheaney) in the state."
Last year, at the conclusion
of the First Region All-A tournament, the tourney officials
were beaming at the attendance
numbers. This year's numbers
weren't as cheerful; the final
tally- has yet to be recorded but
it looks as though the championship game --- the championship game - - attracted well
over 1,000 fewer fans.
Where were the fans? The
tournament official wasn't. wanting to point any fingers, but he
did admit that, of three tournament games played by the
Tigers, Murray fans bought only
37 advance tickets..
That averages out to one
ticket per parent of the Tigers'
top six players each night, with
an extra ticket thrown in.
It's not fair to single MurrayHigh fans out
but at the
same time, it is fair to speculate that if another team --say, Carlisle County, or Heath,
or Hickman County -- had
faced Mayfield in the championship game, the crowd would
have been much larger.
• • • •
"People- who missed this one
really missed something," Miller .
said after the championship win.
I'm betting they'll keep missing it, too. I'm betting that
Murray's crowd in Lexington
this week will be less than half
that of Mayfield's following
when the Cardinals represented
the First Region in the premier
All-A tournament last year.
There's little that can be
done. Unless Murray fans decide
that going to high school
ontwon gamesae
pa es imiaikes the
basketball
(c
appropriate social statement to

—

Hi
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State Tournament

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray

All-A Classic
Feb. 6-9
Lexington, KY
Memorial Coliseum
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Lady Racers snap skid with win
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst

Sports Editor

CLARKSVILLE, Tn. - The
Murray State Lady Racers put the
brakes on their losing skid while
the Austin Peay Lady Governors
continue streaking in the wrong
direction.
Something had to give Saturday
night. when the Lady Racers took a
six -game losing streak against
APSE.), who had lost nine straight.
What.gave was the Lady Racers, as
they held on to a 72-67 victory
after watching a 14-point second
half lead disappear.
"I think we didn't lose our mental, composure like we have
before," said assistant coach Kelly
Breanale, who got her first win at
the 'helm of the Lady Racers since
taking over for Larry Wall. "We
kept our composure and stayed
together as a team when the going
got pretty, tough."
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MICHELLE WENNING

With two starters lost to fouls.
the Lady Racers watched as the
Lady Goys rallied from a 14-porn:
deficit to tie the game at 60
.;:54 left. Austin Pcay was hit v, •
a technical foul and Murray's Julie
Pinson hit both free throws, then
sLored On a driving jumper to put
Murray up 64-60.
Austin Peay's Janay Vulgamore
sank a free thorw to cut the lead to
three, but MSU used two free
throws from Michelle Wenning
Gal lirnore to take a 68-61,.
lead with 1:35. left.
Carol Gray buried a 3-pointer for
the Lady Governors. andrafttr an
MSU miss, (lire Coyle scored or
APStilwith 1:03 left to t ut the lead
to. 68-66.
After another 'MSU miss. Coyle
hit one free throw with 28 seconds
left but missed the second. and
Fundo Garner pulled down the
rebound for Murray State. Melissa
Shelton hit two free throws with 1(

a
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EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atiantyc Division I
W L PcI
13 i2 —33
24 2:: SA:
25 444
2•7, 26 43:
1'

Auburn.
play Saa.rday
the host Liisterii Kc•
U';)

their* peers, thC,\ re. going to do
and
the fashionable thing

It's sad, because Miller and
the Tigers are doing their part.
They're putting an exciting, funto-watch team on the floor, and
they're doing their best to win

Tigers move •••
(('oed from page 10)
and sinking a free throw for a 51-49 lead with 5:52 left.
Cheaney drilled a "3" for a 52-51 Murray lead, but Stock drove in for a
Cull that put Mayfield back on top.
Mayfield then had a chance to increase their lead but were called for an
offensive foul away from the ball - - a call that sent Bart Crum to the free
throw line, where he knotted the score at 53 with 3:3g left.
Mayfield missed two free throws with 3:16 left, but Murray lost the
at of bounds five seconds later.
I Len it got interesting. Mayfield inbounded the ball and began to work
the clock down. Second by second ticked off the clock - under 2:30,
.:.der 2:15, under 2:00...
At 159 _Heath Walls was an inch away from tipping away a pass, but
Mayfield retained possession. Walls was just as close to a steal 55 seconds later, but again the Cards escaped the theft attempt.
With 50 seconds the fans on both sides of the gym stood in noisy unison, and with 13 seconds left the Murray High bench leapt to their feet
when what they felt was a double-dribble violation went uncalled against
Mayfield.
The clock kept ticking, ticking, ticking until Joseph fouled a Cardinal
player to stop the clock with four seconds left. It was Joseph's fifth foul,
hut did not put Mayfield at the free throw line, and the foul turned into a
good move when Brown missed from the corner on the Cardinals' lastsecond try to win [he game.
During the overtime, Mayfield took the lead on a Brown free throw
with 2:41 left, but Chcancy hit a free throw to tic the game with 1:48 left.
Fields gave Mayfield a 55-54 lead from the stripe at the 1:33 mark. but
Cheaney sank both tries with 1:08 left to return the lead to Murray and set
up his game-clinching steal.
Murray High now advances to the state All-A classic in Lexington,
where they will meet 15-4 Hancock County at approximately 1:30 CST
Wednesday.
Tickets for the game are on sale now at Murray High for $5 each. Tickets will he sold until noon Tuesday, when the Tigers leave for the
tournament.
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Midwest Division
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games and bring pride and
acclaim to their school and
community.
They deserve better support.
Tickets (S5) for the first session
of the All-A state tournament
are on sale now at MIN and
will be until noon Tuesday.
when the team will leave the
school for the tournament.
A send-off is being planned
and the public is invited.
• • • •
To no one's surprise, Murray
High's Willis Cheaney was the
leading vote-getter on the First
Region All-A All-Tournament
Team. Cheaney scored 91 points
in Murray's three tournament
games, including a game-high
25 points in the championship
game. and turned in quite possibly the clinching play with a
stolen pass in the final minute.
Cheaney gathered in 80 votes
while teammate Heath Walls,
who scored 44 tournament
points, was second with 53 votes. Other All-A All-Tournament
players included Todd Tyler of
Carlisle County, Daniel Alexander of Fulton County, Scott
Duncan and Ben Brown of
Mayfield, Matthew Blackwell of

•

t.

Heath. .1 Greg Ha:
Nteanwii. e.
mem also ;i-a-scs

3

41ChICVerS

Academic
ward Bart Crum was `..1 •
High's representative
team. Other
members were Dane (
(Ballard) Michael Dal
man), Scott Duncim
Matt Gardner (lul ton Co,.
Kevin Gough (St. Ntarv
Jackson Ilcathi, Jason I'.
(Fulton City and -Ukt •
(Carlisle Co.). who
only player to gain re;.0:
on both teams.

5.

,;fi4AY

78 A,

Monday
,

A

,
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SPORTS ON RADIO

ITIVIIS•1340
Monday, Feb. 4
Paducah Tilghman
at CCHS (Girls)
5:45 p.m.
You Can Hear the Difference"

" C^.i"a•'alt..
. V 8',

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 So. SYCAMORE

• Ow

This Week's Special'
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries

sOLCI

Friday Hight Buffet
;

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
$ 95
Plus all the fhtla's
and dessert bar.
Place Ain't Fancy but Sno is good Food

& Burgers
TJ's Bar B-Q
Murray
753-0045

ik Chestnut St

:

1; 28 -444
'4 IC ,'8
'2 1,
'c Division
"18 8 8;4;

Special Good
Thai Feb 9

• • • •
18 33 47 53 60
MURRAY
13 31 41 53 57
MAYFIELD
Creaney 25 Joseph 12, Walls 9 Rayburn 8, Crum 6, Greene Whitaker
Murray (60)
Mayfield (57) — Brown 14. Fields 11, Duncan 11, Stock 7, Vaster 5. So Brooks 5, Thomas 4,
Win)rey. Sh 8/00MS, 0 Lancaster
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Sports Wrangler ...
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College scores
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1988 Alpha Romeo Graduate Convertible
like NEW!

Red, one owner, new trade-in, 11,XXX miles,

W
Carroll Mazda, Nissan, V75:3-86i0

800 Chestnut St., Murray
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Coal tax severance tax resolution speaks of session
the special session, Gov. Wallace
•Wilkinson reportedly was not
happy.
'He doesn't like to lose at anything.- said House Majority Floor
Leader Greg Stumbo, DPreston.shurg, who had to deliver
the had news to the governor,
was a loss for Wilkinson.
And
sprte of what the company line
Troght be from the governor's

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
most notable things during the first
three weeks of, the special session
of the General Assembly were the
ones that didn't happen.
The relatively quiet death of the
coal-severance tax proposal, and
the lack of significant votes on the
drunken driving and solid waste
proposals all weigh in favor of the
conJusion that the special session
;s an idea whose time has not yet
eorne
When the supporters of increased
eoai-seYerance taxes for county
governments gave up the ghost and
shelved the idea for the duration of

:or his wife, Martha, a candidate
for the Democratic nomination for
governor.
Wilkinson said there was no connection. "I can't relate it," he said.
Biandford's ambivalence toward
Wilkinson is well-chronicled.
The whole idea of a special session confounded Blandford. who
has yet to accept the need for the
legislature to be in Frankfort. Then
:here was Wilkinson's own lobbying on behalf of the severance tax
propoNal while ignoring the original reasons for the session - solid
waste and a DV! bill
Added to all of this is the distinct possibility that Wilkinson may
add to the session agenda yet
again
A the end of the three weeks.
the two hills that were the original
idea for the session - solid waste
.!,snosal and drunken driYing reghad not even made it to
• he House or Senate cham, ners.. N. hills have passed both
,shamhers. even;the bill to pay for
a glaring oversight
-L• scssion
...makers will resolve early this
ck .
And all this actiyity for the barbasement price of S36,000 per
,,as. weekeinfs rn.luded

I he agreement is that the topic
will he taken up in the 1902 regu
session of the General
Vat session starts in January
hcvt goYernor A ill take
11ei.em her
ric.dLnn '
1'70h:ink not
I nose A ho want the state to give
hack more coal severance tax
mone) to .counties where it is produced have received some private
assurance: :he will get some vats
faction in :he 1992 session. Exactly
how much satisfacTon remains to
he resolved hut the promises hay e
been made
I ;ming is eruc.al to th , s
scenario
Even under the proposal o'fered
hr WIlkinson the ad,htnIna! nniney
ill
to locaf goy,

In an odd twist, though, it really
wasn't a loss for the lawmakers
and others from coal counties It
was merely a delay.
But an important delay

Coming Soon...
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The number of births took off in all regions of the country
in 1990 The map below shows the percentage increase
by region in one year.
East North Middle
West North
Central
5%

New
England
3%

South
Atlantic
4.8%
Alaska

Hawaii

Pacific
7.7%
souRcE Nabonai Center lOr Health Stabstxx

West South East South
Central
Central
5%
6.1%

Out-of-wedlock births
more an adult problem
ISVII.I.E, Ky. (AP) ---- A
public perception that out-ofwedlock births are most common
among teen-agers doesn't match
reality in Kentucky, where the
problem occurs more frequently
among adults, a researcher says.
Births among teens have
....counted for a decreasing percentageyf all out-of-wedlock births in
Kentucky., accord-ing to figures
from the Kentucky State Data Center at the Lniversity of ,Louisville
rrhan Research Institute.
Ihe figures show that efforts to
.artall the number of teen-agers
raving babies are paying off, said
kon Crouch, director of the data
enter
In 1974, 57 percent of out-of.ed lock births in Kentucky were to
.T.-a l2eTS. hut in 1989 only 38.6
Of such births were to
said two factors help
for the decline: The rium01 unmarried adults having
- %7T: tripled in that time and the,
rnser of unmarried teens giving
•-• InLreased by less than half.
fieYer, an increase in out-ofAedlock births to teen-agers was a
:Het factor in ,Kentucky dropping
lo 34th among the 50 states and.the
Distrit of Columbia in a new
nat:onal study of the welfare of
"%rrterican children.
In the. study, released last week
Cer.ter for the Study of
fro]ey in Washington. Ken's ranking slipped two spots
from a year ago. A factor in the•
drop was that the percentage of
teen-age out-of-wedlock births had
irmeased, from 6.9 percent of all
Mrthsin 198(1 to 8.4 percent in
1988.
Crouch said attention must now
•'e paid to the problem of out-ofAedlock births, among both adults
teens, becauseahose births also
, )rt,trbute. to the -growing number
• !ren living in poverty.

\lore than twice as many child
ren were born to unmarried
mothers in Kentucky in 1989 as 15
years earlier, he said. Today.
almost one in four Kentucky child
ren is born out of wedlock, corn
pared to one in 10 in 1974.
"There's another new' risk lac
tor." Crouch said, "which is thc
factor of adult- women who arc
more and more having children
of wedlock, and those women
also poor."
In 1969. 14 percent of children
under 18 and 25 percent of adults
65 and older were living' in poverty. Two decades later, 20 pcftent
of children and only 12 percent of
senior citirens live in poverty,.
Crouch said the reason for the
explosion in births to unmarried
mothers is a "lack of marriageable
males."
"The big issue I sec is the issue
of young men not being able to get
jobs in this community to support
families.- In 1975, Jetterson
County had 120,000 manufacturing
jobs, but today there are only about
87.000, he said.
Noting that couples don't
married and that they break up
more frequently when men can't,
find jobs. Crouch said: "There are
more unstable relationships nut
there than we've, seen in ntany
years."
Left on their own, single mothers
must juggle child-care responsibilities with work, he said, and if they
can arrange for day care,
their jobs barely, pay for that care.
The growing numhcr of singleparent families and the decreasing
number of well-paying jobs for the
young caused the annual income of
heads of families under 30 to drop
from $19,243 in 1973 to S13,500 in
1986, Crouch said.
"Young families did not do well
in the '70s and '80s, and the younger the family, the worse they
did," he said.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
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"No mask like open truth to cover

NORTH

2 4 A

•Q
6
As to go naked is the best disguise •K 9 8 7 5
William Clingreve.
+Q J 6 5 4
Neraik
EAST
WEST
450
If declarer wants to deceive a de- •10 9 5 3
•A J 8 4 2
INCHES fender, is it always best to play any- •10 5 2
•8 4 3
64 32
thing but a true card ta card one •J 10
INVISIBLE
•3
would normally play)/ Not neces- 4 A K 9 8
sarily. sometimes telling the truth
SOUTH
gets better results
•K 6
IPAKQJ 97
West led his club king and South
•A Q
dropped a casual club 10, hoping to
4 10 7 2
talk West into a favorable switch
However, instead of fooling West. Vulnerable Both
South made the situation easier for Dealer South
•
West to read.
•
The bidding
After brief thought, West cashed
West
North
East
his club ace and led a third club to South
Pass
1 NT
Pass
1V
give East a ruff East's spade ace 4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
was the setting trick
Opening lead Club king
Why did South's falsecard make it
easier for West' If South's club 10
LEAD WITH THE ACES
were a true card. East's holding
2 4H
would then have been 7-3-2 If that South holds
were true, why would East have
4AJ8
played the trey instead of the
•9 7
deuce West had more faith in his
.
IKS/1Q3
partner's signaling than in the in4QJ 82
tentions of declarer, so he made the
winning play
South
West
North
Had South played the club deuce East
Pass
Dbl
1•
at trick one. West might well have 1•
Pass
Pass
2
•
Pass
GEL OR PASTE
gone wrong Then East might well
hold 10-7-3, and a diamond shift ANSWER: Diamond king Partner's
might have proved best
one-spade response was a forced
In these situations, if you are de- one He might not have anything in
clarer, treat a defender as you spades
would your partner Play a high
card if you want him to continue, Send bridat, questions to The Aces PO Box
12163 Dallas Texas 75225 with sell addressed
play a low card if you want a stamped
envelope for reply
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THE FAR SIDE

Laker speech team takes
first place at Bardstown

By GAR LAPSON
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Syldrratr

second in storytelling.
Melissa Parker. second ifl si ilo act
1);:e. third in humoroi mterpretaixti. and Mike Arnett
and N1isty Frnstherger, third in duo
in
1 hose qualifying for the final
round h.:! not placing were Misty
Frnstherger. humorous interpretat,on: Mchael !fancy and Josh
koherts, e‘iemp, Canssa Belcher,
.01,) a. rug, Anna Fox, impromptu,
.1 Sarah Walker and Sarah Richinterpretation.
rt.

1 he Calloway County High
School Speech Team took first
place sweepstakes on Feb. 2 at the
Bardstown High School Invitational Speech Tournament at
Bardstown.
'File team placed first with 290
points. Murray High School placed
second with 284 points and Warren
East High Scholl took third place
with 123 points.
A total of 21 schools competed
in the tournament.
The Laker team had many students to place individually in the
tournament: 'Fourteen students
reached the final round.
1 hose ,placing in the top three
were I.( i 'England, first in humorp.,;s inkrpretation and second in
ralory: Tracy Ross, first in extemp
' st.:.tirid in impromptu. Scott
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BA R
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GRIT
•E
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SELDOM
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,4E
F
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1'ior I,.

IL.: team \kill compete nest at
• :e Kentucky high School Speech
i ,::;;]iagc Regional Tournament on
'Hie coaching staff for the
99i) 91 season are Larry England.
n; R.ek. Lira Hart and David

DOWN

Speech team competes
in Atlanta, BArdstown

Service
Notes

1 St `,1no

4' /

Jones confirms threat
by Gov. Wilkinson

F oer.,t5.5cly

/14 i0.1 290 points and Warren
I dst linished third with 123 points.
1 his.: individually placing for
\time, team intiqude: Andrea
it impromptu speaking,
Ward. (Marmon Chaney,
' prose interpretation: Karen
fErst in dramatic interEnc Nillenegger, second
;
,:noro.., interpretation., Ward
origInal oratory.
students advancing to the
include: Leigh Ann
Melissa Muscio, Ginger
l.a:inon Chaney, Jennifer
Rachel Greer, Mary
C.:Tenter and Erin

The Murray High School Speech
Team participated in two speech
:ournaments, the Barkley Forum in
Atlanta. Ga., and the Bardstown
Invitational in Bardstown. Ky.
Murray High was one of 130
schools from 20 states to participate in the Barkley- Forum. Students must he selected to compete.
1 hose students selected from the
Murray team included: Meredith
Julian, Kelsey Johnson, Daniel
Cohen and Andy Vaughan.
Daniel Cohen placed second in
ilot2 interpretation out of over IOU
Thdents in his event.
Other students from the Murray.
1..am participated in the Bardstown
TournaMent.
I he learn placed second in
-,seeps:akes awards with
, Away Count)
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compete in the
Tournament held
niver.it‘this

Events scheduled for Feb.,
Black History month at MSU
We past He N[r1
a difference" is the
theme of Black History Month
'sers anees at Murray State Um.ersit‘. according to a published
report.
Events include:
• Monday.- Feb. 4 • ,
.ished African American display
• the Rocking Chair Lounge, secroor. Curris Center, 11 a.m. to

Mit Better

'R.:L....ling
to make

State Cmei.semble concert,
oc..- Auditorium. 3 p.m.
• lc—
ho:ars recognition
1,2m. Statics. Curris Center
kk.'11[LICk,

p

Unity recep• F•.day. Feb. 8
Lon. Hart Ilall Coffeehouse, 7 to 9
m
"Black
Feb. 10
•
Relationships: The Past, Present
amJ Future,- Bobby Howard, Barkle: Room, Curris Center, 7 p.m.
• Feb. 12 - Joe Clark lecture on
ed us:a:ion reform. Curris Center
7 p ri . free admission.

in

1 tie Rise in Cam Racism." teleconference. Bark('urns Center, noon to 2
dkcuson to follow.
't‘t
• I .tt2
Preparing for the
Regina Parham, Bark:\ Room. (-urns Center, .7 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta
• I cr) 2.6
',lack Americans, Hart
7 p.m.

• I
--y

11.!v1. Marcus Cavitt
H.M. Marcus Cavitt is a medic
serving with Operation Desert
Storm.
A 1984 graduate of Murray High
School, he attended Murray State
University for four years.
He has served two years as a
Navy combat medic. He is the son
of Stella M. Cavitt of 611 La Follac Dr., Murray, and grandson of
the late Mrs. Christine Clark
Cok low.
His address is Cavitt, Marcus
(11M). 20-401-98-4269, USNS
Mercy (T-AH 19) FPO SF
96672-4090.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky's gubernatorial candidates are preparing for their first
majors skirmishes in the fight for
support from statewide labor
organiiations.

the candidates were interviewed
Saturday by the political committee
of the 30.000-member Kentucky
Education Association.
It may announce an endorsement
carl;, this week.
Next weekend, the board of the
;,000-member Kentucky AssociaLion of State Employees will consider an endorsement. Later this
umbrella group for most
information on the SAEOPP confer- month, the
labor unions, the
state's
the
of
ence should call Barbara Keel, Trio
Kentucky State
167,000-member
Director at Murray State University, A1:1.
-C10, will quiz the candidates.
at 762-4492.

conference in Jackson, Miss.
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Recipe Contest
Murray Ledger aria '
opportunity to sr,a,€ ,
win prizes s.tc-- •
recipes w,
:
the Murray
March, N.;a+,c- :

CONTEST RULES:
To enter:
1) Type or print your rec,oe on a 3 X 5
2) In the upper left corner in large t,•
category in which you want the recipe e::•-•
•
3) On the back of the card, print or type
address work ohone and home phone
There are six catecn•es entrees. vegetables salad bread.

desserts and appetizers.
Each person may submtt only One ey!
The recipes wlI be evaluated accc•
and appearance oy a pane: of judges
to, Murray-Calloway County Hospital reg;st;ec:
Three rec,pes wiH ne chosen from each catetjo-,•
final judging with these contestants rece„
nutrition month apron Ole final winne,
• •
category Winners wlk seeCt a cookbook
chosen by the hosp!tal s Nut' 15r, Cente•

Deadline for entry is February 18, 1991.
Mail to:

Nutrition Center
Suite 174, Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071
For more information, call (502) 762-1533
For advertising space, cal (502) 753-1916

Mirrray Ledger & Times

759-1515
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FREE
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Feed your child

(i imp-a
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Almost eve
recipes espe
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Brent Allen
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Read the
want ads daily

COUPON'

Endorsements begin

Six MSU faculty to attend
More than 400 members of the
Southeastern Association of Educational Opportunity Programs Personnel(SAEOPP)representing some 175
colleges, universities and agencies in
the Southeast are expected to attend
the 19th annual SAEOPP conference
in Jackson, Miss., Feb. 17-20.
"Commitment and Involvement:
The Key to SAEOPP's Future" is the
theme for the meeting of SAEOPP,
which brings together persons with
professional involvement or active
interest in broadening accessibility to
and success in formal post-secondary
education.
Representatives of the TRIO Programs at Murray State University who
will be participating are:
Barbara Keel, Trio director; Mary
Anne Halley, coordinator of Educational Talent Search; Randy Wilson,
coordinator,and Doris Clark,learning
specialist, in Upward Bound; and
Velvet Wilson, coordinator, and Terri
DeLancey, learning specialist, in Student Support Services. Trio programs
at Murray State serve students from
schools in the eight counties of the
Jackson Purchase.
Conference participanLs will be
involved in professional development
dnd networking workshop sessions
focused on strategies and innovative
methodologies relating to such issues
as program operations, program man,igement, recruitment, tutoring, staff
development, mentoring, leadership
development, mental and emotional
illness, and other alternative education and institutional initiatives.
Anyone who would like additional
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Legal
Notice

Liget
Notice

INVITATION TO BID

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RIOT

The City of Murray will accept quotations on
chemicals to be used by the Murray Public Works&
Utilities, Water and Wastewater Divisions: bulk
sodium hydroxide (Laust)c soda liquid) 50% met
curs cell grade, chlorine cylinders. and sulfur
dioside.
Specifications are available at the City Clesk s
Office. South 5th di Poplar Streets, Murray, Ken ,
tucks Quotations are to be delisered to the City
Clerk's Office no later than 1 p.m , Ere's)... February
15. 144l1 The City of Murray reserves the nght to
accept the lowest or best quotation or to reject any or
all quotations submitted

V
Send a message
to ‘our sweethean
on a cake from

$350 °O'DAY processing
phone orders' People call sOU
\o experience aecessary
, 800-255 0242 Extension
I' 25.111

E A Rh TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
'

•

S. MILO
,

Pam'c rake Hut

•I
A,•

ALLIANCE
•100104.

V alenarte's Day
Special

G05-

HeSrt tor Onls

.0_:40villibb

'7.99
•ol..:

Court
Close
to
Square on 5th St
$160.00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

INS T RUC T ION

IV

;

MiTiray Ledger & Times

43elt 01 CA:1%

'
759-4492

1-800-334.1203

t Or Back
Street Station beginning
Pet 2 Auditions tor talent
to have the opportunity to
:Per TOrnr TOT Back Street
Station in tJture shows
i1e, fir alsts wi compete
',y prizi.r1 PC! Turtl-ter iritOr
eaten oali 527 3482 o•
..c:cate'd
•
354
a, Benee

VCR Service
Al! Brand,

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
CANCER
INSURANCE

Date);

-1

••

r

•

S
'2..

cover some of
eie -ewer treatments
er- as criemother
y free etorea
r

is
now
offering
Hallfiekl
frames
Call us for all your
framing needs.
753-8809

CUSTOMER Service Sec
?teary Distributor of me
dianical products for pro
cess industry es seeking a
dependatee person who
enjoys interacting with cus
tremors and being helpful to
others Responsibilities in
,Jude 50% customer see
vice 25% secretarial and
eceptionist duties 25%
ieepping arid receiving
Applicants should possess
yr experience with typing
-rid word processing skills
▪ eloyabie and sale working
iinvironment with great
eenefits Send resume to
eesource Manager PO Box
'386 Calvert City Ky
R.'.ERS Must be 18
rears of age Have own
.ehicie and proof of insur
anoe Apply in person at
Dominoes Pizza

years DC

not

ALLISON
PHOTOGRAPHY

AUTOMOTIVE clean up
'seeded reltahle aid trust
eurthv indi•elual for buss t..ar
*P101444/4 compenx Call for
•
rn,n ir):' 41 412'

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

753-4199
- me :of-11

11110•40'

-

JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN
AUSTRALIA Operengs
available in several areas
will train Fe r'3. cajI
708 742 8620 ext. 1126
refP to $15 hour procesiing
weekly check gearan
teed Free derails write
SO 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

REGISTERED NURSES The Purchase District
Health Department has
public health nurse vacan
sees in McCracken Cello
way arid Graves Counties
Challenging openings exist
also for registered nurses
to provide communicable
disease services through
out the area Several pos,
Dons offer an opportunity to
supervise others coordi
nate efforts of several
nurses or to work indepen
dently with little direct
supervision Generous
fringe benefits and holi
days 10% salary increase
in first year of employment
Salary based on education
experience and level of re
spansiteley Full time and
arternate work schedules
will be considered Tran
scripts and completed ap
plications required Re
comes nannreciessreuie
applications which may be
sewed si any Health Con
ter For more information
contact Sharon Godec
Nursing Director
at
502 4 4 4 9625
or
247 1490 EQUAL OP
PORTUNITY EMPLOYER
RN or LPN needed for full
time position in Allergy
Clinic Send resume to R1
2 Box 39 Murray Ky
42(1 71

•EXTRA INCOME '91'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Box 602139 North
Shane FL 33261
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a tob", A
GEO'? Hope for the future'?
You may quality if •You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma You are
between the ages of 16 8
21 We are an E 0 E This
Protect e funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Catty/ T P A Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
Sam 11 lea re

HOME arid oftioe cleaning
Dependable 8yrs experi
once References supplied
435 4146
HOUSE cleaning with ex
perience and references
Call 492 8561
LIVE IN caregiver for an
elderly lady Expenencect
have
references
901 232 8693 or 753 0105
ask for Patricia or Margaret

LEARN how to earn rno
Dey My assistance makes
steady income possible
Easy method starts you
earning quickly For intor
mative appointment phone
753 2607 or 753 1036
110
Ware
To Buy

at
HIRING for .vaities
resses and dishwasher
Experienced pri_•li,•rel
Apply in person at A..euf,I
Moon Restaurant e,
Olympic Plaza 759 4653

ANTIQUES by the piece c
coliections Call 753 9433
after 5prn
BAP'. bed 753 4506
CA5,-, for treble home
tires 57 $12 ea.-J-1 We we
iee 527 90e- 3
and antique heIt.: glass touts qui ts
901-642-629C

r•

LS-7- ri-N:7

y

) •

35 642s

'

Articies
For Salo

;!

APPLE .c computer en _
faneed 2 disk drives ccior
reeretor eaded
tie soft
ware P• sod to see
436 265'8

L

(r1-1
•;.AL •

• •L-r-

Firewood
20 RICKS of firewood Al
oak arid dry Near the Big
Apple at Puryear
A1A Firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered
492 3254

5..=‘,0tAL

fustea zee
ete segues eze er'"en
once 489 2981
Dwr

•
white wedreng
gewr see 7 437 4742

11•14-

-/F*
4=;,
•..

•

a*
'
714 (-• t••;,•-

Appliances
re0G3 Maytag
437 4533

FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562
436 2758

Musical
FOR SALE SPINET
CONSOLE PIANO BAR
GAIN Wanted Respone
ble party to make low
monthly payments on
spinet console piano Can
be seen locally Call Mr
White at 1 800 327-3345
ext 101
2-10

CA paintball guns wide
variety from beginners to
tournament quality
753 8604 Les 753-0626
Kevin
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fiee
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
Dons offer silver dollars and
proof sets a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
papar money Discounts
are available through Janu
any 31' We also buy coins
and appraise estates
753 4161
WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
10x1-3' $142450,12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Aaee Portable Build
trigs 502 247 783)

,

-

A

•••"es

1
111771113
.
1r="11

7
5 5orei5eriererieTeI/likee, mie Zit? Rio0N7044 ,
-•,r'sf wwe.27 orE5,""ue9 Or FP/ENOL ;
- •01/6465150.4"EVIL tXt5P5 E P
5.4r.....RE I 50no5.. CPC.
iv5
r:..•P1 5euz_L
049[Kphir feat TA*.
0114CRI„ME rr6r4r5 Acorre
ee Lee
54me eve,.I41.900Prilt
11111
a5P7-E
-2
Mir -

K,INGSIZE waterbed with
sheets rails baffled mat
tress $200 753-4783
QUEEN size waterbed
7510626
1UPER single waterbed
'
with bookcase headboard
$125 Mesh satellite dish
753 6805

•

•

2BR central leA stove and
No pets
refrigerator
492 8634

2BR duplex $300eno De
posit required Quiet area
753 9240

2BR duplex apartment in
quiet residential neighbor
hood near university Ideal
for couple or retired person
$275mo 753 8096 or
753-2633
2 or 3BR duplex Central
HA, appliances washer/
dryer hookup deck tire
place $350 mo .deposit
753 3940 after 5 30pm
NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753 3530
DUPLEX for 2 redecorated
Near hospital Stove re
frgerator and utilities turn
ished No pets $350
753 1987
DUPLEX with country at
mosphere 3br 2 bath car
pet tots of marble and tile
Private yard concrete
driveway, wood deck Next
to 121 By Pass Shown by
appointment 753 9400 or
435 4214

BUSINESS Card special
1,000 one color ink busi
ness cards only $20 two
color only $24 JHC Advertising 8 Supply ca
759 1602

NEW 2br duplex Ap
pliances, energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldate Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO
TWO 2br duplex apart
rnents Real nice 1 $350.1
with double car garage
$400 753 4389, 753 5960
WANTED male roommate
to share new 3br apartment
close to university
$120/mo water included
Non smoker 753 8477

QUIET spacious country
Irving 2br duplex with car
port 2 miles out 94W
753 7951
2BR duplex 411 N
Murray 492-8225

5th

2BR duplex in Northwood
$295eno 759-4406

330

Rooms
For Rent
SLEEPING room Refrigerator in hall Private entrance Zimmerman Apts
S 16th 753 6609

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an ev•ellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 200/0 of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate is

$58.75 per month.
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency

753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
Fret, local (Awn wril(

GLORIA'S
FITNESS SALON
Valentine Special
-

Give your sweetheart a gift cercate for her Valentinel

1 Month Toning - Unlimited

Suntan 1 Month

Only '34.95

For '30.00

Thts offer good tHru Fe t; lath

Business
Sorviess

Senior Citizen 10% Discount
Southside Shopping Ctr.
Store Hours: 10 am.-6 p.m.
Murray, KY
Phone 753-9828. Call Us Now!

5

IMME1111101. mmin•

WELCOME TO MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1979 14%72 2BR 2 bath
mobile home Fox Meadows No down payment
assume loan $158imo
75.3-9736

[BR with appliances vra
en lawn maintenance turn
shod Edge of town Cole
man RE 753 9898
SHADY Oaks • 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking de
Lance to college 753 5209

4 POS T ER waterbed
queen size with heater
2yrs old $250 753 2558
after 6prn
BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with mirror night
stand and twin bed $225
Peachgrayrwhite twin
comforter with 2 peach bal
loon valance $40 full size
peach wicker headboard
$40 girls 12in bike with
training wheels $15 30in
avocado electric stove
good condition $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm

2BR house or 2br apart
ment near downtown
753 4109

250

16:

2 PIECE Cresline
groom suite earthtones
like new $325 and other
articles 753 4716

LEASE Clean small 2br
apartment with ap
pliances Close to post of
tee. park, college Avail
able immediately
489 2741

2BR duplex Appliances
ea/user:xi Ntee
hood $310/no 759 4406

220

dryer

Hoorn
Furnishings

tBR upstairs apartment
stove and refrigerator turn
!shed 753 6148 after
5 30pm

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

Homes For Sale

BEETLE BAILEY

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central H A appliances
furnished Very clean Col
ernan RE 753 9898

3BR family room living and
dining room Central WA
stove and refrigerator No
pets 492 8634

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in
vestigation experience
•Accident 'Criminal 'Crvil
•Personal or Corporate
Vacuum repa.r
sags belts and hoses New •Missing Persons Your
needs our specialty Call
and used vacuum cleaners
Jerry s Sportng Goods Eer. Confidential Investigations
and Walnut Mayfield Days (50217532641
" g
24 7 4 704
SHARP copiers Author
247 6663
ized dealer for sales ser5111,1.10\ AIRLS X111.- vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
1.10%NIRLS Pt
Is it‘i Ic pany Call 1 800-248 4319
III 14%'s
I 4rt.•
%IL KR.\
WANT a faster refund'
)
'451,
'1 11- err ..d•
Why pay more for elecSPA for sale 753 3488 a' tronic filing') Our prices
start at $20 001 Call Hodge
ter (pm
Noel and Associates, the
SUNTAe tooth 753 34F.',8
income tax professionals at
TAN:el IIDOGTX 64'1, 753 6069 or 759 1425
72'..e,eeves 20meg'
CfeP •
Mobile

LT

1.828R nicely furnished
near MSU campus
7536111 or 753 0606 after
5 30pm

2BR duplex Northwood
$3511 rno 759 4406

•
Can 3 wheel E Z
Go vet, top good cord!
tn $325 Call after 5pre
759 9564

Ir427317172

Apartments
For Rent

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753 9808 474 8086

Idiscolaneous

STAY HOME Make mo
ney Assemble our pro
ducts and earn up to
$33984 per woes For oL.•
amazing recorded mes
sage Dial (206)952 8691
Today' Dept AA5

_

2in

WOOD for sale 753 9745

WILL babysit in my home
Mon Fri 753 9826

STAFF writer reporter for
bi weekly newspaper Must
own and be protioent in the
use of 35mrn camera Must
also be able to pertorm.dark
room duties Send resume
to PO Box 410 Beeton Ky
42025 0410

861 FORD Massey Fergu
son pickup disc 753 5463
753 0144

Apartments
For Rant

5 CAR ciean up shop Of
fee and 2 baths Air com
pressor Corner 4th arid
Glendale Rd $450rmo
753 4389 or 753 5960
ANTIQUE dealer space
available in Hazel, Ky De
cades Ago Antique Mall
has space available to
quality dealers in a new
wing lust opened
502 492 8140 days or
901 642 7286 after 5pm or
stop by our mall on Main St
in Hazel Ky
complex
OFFICE
1600sq ft Central heat/air
ample parking security
system $550 per mo Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 or 753-3372

THE POPCORN CAPITOL OF THE WORLD

igrza.

\,
(4AUCTION),
FEBRUARY 6, 1991
WEDNESDAY,
ices A IA 11114.4110lISS Of WIL401411

MR. HERMAN K. ELLIS

MURRAY KENTUCKY
V. km krmunx 10 Nurras triviellisit Sorth or South ion Has bat 1.0 lo Poplar 1t
Proceed Last lit Blocks to 2nd Si Proceed South 2 Blocks to Salt Site'
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS • * SUPERIOR QUALITY
TRACTQNS, Case International 7140 w Mechanical Front Wheel Drive. 190 Hours. 20.8R-42 Radial
Duals 169A1-21 Radial Fronts 3 R01710104 Weights SN JA0017910 Super Show Room Sharp •
Case International 7120 w Mechanical Front Wheel Drive 620 Hours 18 4R-42 Radial Duals 14 9828 Radial Fronts 3 Remotes Dual PTO Weights SN JA009703 Super Show Room Sharp • IHC
1066 C A A 3811 Hours 208-38 Rubber Dual PTO 2 Remotes TA Weights SN U029612 Reel
Good • John Deem 2240 3188 Hours Remote Valve Spin Out Wheels Real Good • Super M
Farman si Power Steering Nevi Tires New Paint Pretty As A Picture • Super M Fanned Onginal
Ceeleet me sups Case International 1660 Axial-Flow 921 Hours 4 Wheel Rear Assist 30 51.-32
Drive Rubber 14924 Steering Rubber SN 026987 Equipped w 1020 Series ZO Plattorrn SN 003513
Super Show Room Outfit • Case International 1063 Series 6 Row Narrow Corn Head SN 003819 Show
Room New
Mee EQLJIPMLNT Case International 496 Series 28 Disc 22 Biades 71 2 Spacing w MAW Rear
Narrow Show Room New • John Deere 1508.Hyd Fold Cutter • John Deere 235 Black Gang 25 Disc •
John Deere 8300 Series 23 Hole Double 0114 D1r11 • Lehr 450-44 Series 15 Rotten' Like New • John
Dare 7000 Plateless 6 Rote Narrow Planter w No Till Coulters • St & W 400 Bushel Grain Cart w Hyd
Folding Auger • Brillion 25 Hyd Fold Cultimulcher Very 'Ace • AC No Till Planter sir 12-74 SWISS 011111 •
Wilma, 500 Series SS 14000 Pound Tandem Spreader Buggy w Twin Spreader Fan • INC 13 Tine 3 Pt
Chisel ;hoar w Gauge Wheels • John Deere 7000 Plate Type 4 Row 36 Planter iii, Dry Fertilizer • 3 P1 7
Rotary Cutter • INC 6 Row Cultivator • 3 Pt PTO Seeder- + 100 Gallon Bumper Hach 2 Axle 9411101. Trailer •
1000 Galion water Tank • Two-Poly Tanks 1000 And 700 Gallons • Combine Header Trailer • Bridge Hitch
• Set CM Saddle Tanks And Racks iir Pump • 2-Ton Fertilizer Blender is Newly Reworked Fairbanks-Morse
Scales • 901004 8 Transport Grain Augers 38 To 60
Iftifivt-MAILLB:51VINKLES 1987 International Eagle Trots Tractor 15 Speed New Michelin 11-225
Radixes Walk In Steeper Complete Maio/ 04 CAT 425 Engine New Clutch Arid Rear End A Road Ready
Outht • 1964 Fruehaul Aluminum Pneaumatic Model HAB-F2-J 1200 Trailer 10 008 20 Radials
SN 4E0309302 Meets All FDA Requirements Very Nice • 1982 Hawkey* 42 Hopper Bottom Trailer
w 10 008•20 Radials Roll Over Tarp • 1962 Foster 40 Kopper Bottom Trailer w 10008-20 Radials Rohl
Over Twp • 1967 Ford F-150XLT Lariat Pickup Loaded w Accessories Very Nice • Three-r980 Ford
F•600 Grain Trucks w Hoist 900-70 Rubber 2 Speed Axles Low Mileage • 1974 international Transtar II
Tr Axle Grain Truck 430 Del Engine 13 Speed Hendrix Suspension Twin Screw Air Bag Tr, Axle
10 008-20 Radials 22 Bed And Hoist a Double Tip Toppers Fitted Tarp Cargo Tail Gates Real Good .
1978 Ford 7000 CAT Diesel Engine Allison Automatic Transmission Hyd Litt Tandem 22 Vion Body
w Roil Up Door • 1976 Chevy C45 Spreader Truck 366 Engine 5 A 2 Speed Equipped w Chandler t2
liy0 Speeder a.d w Twin Fan And Sell Unloading System 48.31 00-20 Terra Tires • 1968 While 10
wham., Twin Screw Diesel Engine 10 Speed 20 Bed And Hoist 52 Sides • 1976 Internat./snot Grain
Truck Omaha 15 -Bed And Horst 52 Sides • 1977 Dodge 2 Ton • 1974 International Grain Truck w Bed
And Horst • 1975 Ford 34 Service Pickup (-(yd Tail Gate Air Compressor Fuel Tank Tool Boxes • 1977
GMC 34 Pickup • 12 Fontene Gear Drive Spreader Bed • 18 Van Body vs Roll Up Door Side Entrance,
Tommy LO • Four-48x31 00-20 TINTO Tires Arid Wheels • 1987 Chevy Caprice Classic 9 Seater Stet •
Wagon w New Engine • 1984 Ford LTD Station Wagon
Toro-Like New Yamaha 350 Terrier° 4 Wheelers * PTO Systems • Like New Yamaha P5-50 50 Gallon ATV
Pull Sprayer w Double Folding 24 Booms

4QPISTRIXTIQN EQUIPMENT International TD-24 Dozer Cable Blade Rear Winch Excellent Linder
Carnage 514 1C456407 • Case W7 Rubber Tye 4 Wheel Loader Diesel Engine 80 Bucket • 20 Pena.
Mich Tandem Dual Begirt Axle Trailer iir Ramps
FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING THE EQUIPMENT:
CONTACT M.HERMAN K. EUJS AT 503-753-5451, DAYS ONLY
COmPtETI SETTLE MINT DAY Of Sall' UP TO DATE BANS LETTERS A MUST',
Ii
O5S14AID et 11111 414 lllll %I, Ulf 444 1449
. Al 1141 010111 01111 110/111 NO" I 410/1.1a 041 / 11.1b SIR 01411 Cu CM 4 Kilt 1111
III AI 54154 11 454111(51 i Sinai 411R141.1 0 III PADS 14 zotaazI 'l/ii •Ifl IN WI

JAMES R. CASH
1
RC

The AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY 42039
, 502I 623-8466 Or (502)623-6388
FAX •(502 623-8885

J
RC

CONTACT AUCTION CO. FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Alm
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oations for
subsidized
2 & 3 bed
Male Apts
or call
EHO
lea apart
e 1 $350 1
:ar garage
753 5960

Houses
For Rent

Used
Cars

2BR recently remodeled
Washer/dryer hookup Air
condibon electric heat De
posit and references re
gutted 753 4729

1979 FORD Granada 4
door 302 engine C 4 trans
mission Has a manufac
tured to built motor rs Ap

NEWLY remodeled large
2br house Central gas
heat, central air Ap
plianoes. floored upstairs
Good location Coleman
RE 753 9898

roommate
or apartment
niversity
1 included
53 8477

Pets
& SA.wiles
AKC puppies various
breeds Stith tzu, Lasha's.
Poodles, many more
615 746 5355

IS
ant

m Refriger
Private en
man Apts
309

RE
NCE

AKC Rottweiler puppies
502 677 2971
AKC registered poodle
puppies 2 females black
437 4785
AKC registered Siberian
Husky puppies 6:613 ey6S,
red/white and black/White,
male and female Call
492 8561

prox

1983 CUTLASS Supreme
blue on blue less than
70.000 actual miles $1900
753 8477

12,000

miles) arid
transmission (approx 8000
rniles) asking $950 080

753 6619
1979 OLDS Cutlass
Broughm PAN. white letter
tires $1900 Call 753 7146
leave message
1982 LEBARON 1 owner,
real nice $1550 1984 Pon
tiac Fiero nice, $1925.
1985 Cutlass Supreme
Broughm loaded very nice,
$3825, 1988 Firebird
sharp $5500 1982 Eldor
ado very nice $2475
492 8884

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'N' Ciprce, t ',
r2426
$26862 mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tax, Title & License

1985 TOYOTA Coke GT
one owner 70K miles
759 1401
loaded
759 1515
1987 CELEBRITY station
wagon V 6, auto, air,
cruise, tilt 3rd seat, light
blue, AM/FM tape deck
753 2558 attei 6pm
1987 GRAN AM LE 2 door
black, ps/pb, tilt, air, stereo
cassette 759 4831
1989 CHEVY Cavalier no
down payment Assume
loan $180'mo 753 9736

430

dis-

Real
Estate

MediLys the
veil as
B

co-

iefit is
dicare

KOPPERUD REALTY o'
furs a complete range c.
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753 1222

o

pay

ctible.
out of
ate

is

Icy

1

toll

800 251 HOME

free
E xt

711L

your real estate at
auction the easy way Con
tact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne WI
son 753 3263
SELL

460
Homes
Foe Sale
38R 2 bath brick in city
new carpet, paint and e•
paper Fireplace v.
sort '2 car garac,,,
outbuilding I r•
•,,
possession Price:i
at $72500 759 1233

)N
iaI

gift cer:inel

lth

0

BRAND new 3br 2 haft
home with central HA Of
feted at an atfordabld price
$40s A must to see Con
tact Kopperud Rally
753 1222 -

REPOSSESSED VA I HUD
from goyernment from $1 without credit chock. You repair.Also
HOMES naiad*

tax del.nouont lonaCtosunis
CALL (005)612.7555 EXT 14
2325 for repo list your area

4711

Motorcycles

Ing Ctr.

hi

rm

1989 QUAD Racer Suzui.
500 4 wheeler Exceller.,
condition Rode little
$2700 753 1356

Auto
Servkes
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500
491
Used
Cars

a. Si

ma

43-42 Radial
on Sharp •
uals 149R harp • INC
29612 Reel
• Super M
II Original
-ist 3051,32
SN 003513
)3819 Show

r/ Maw Rear
NI 25 Disc •
New • John
Cart is Nyd
ienes Units •
13 Tine 3 PI
zet • 3 Pt 7
later Trailer •
Bridge Hrtch
Ninks-Morse

held) 11-22
Road Ready
Radials
Morn Trailer
Radials Roe
BO Ford
al Transtor Ii
lag Tr) AM*
iii Good •
2 van Body
Chandler 12
68 White 10
itionat Grain
Truck w sod

1978 LINCOLN Contineri
tal $1300 436 2102 a•
for Luke
1979 AUDI Fox 2 doc'
power brakes, front whicq
drive, 4-speed, sunroof,
and heat $300 753 8225
after 5pm

Used
Trucks
1965 FORD F100 has new
exhaust system plus many
new parts, nearly new tires
and a new rebuilt transmission Must see, 753 9782

41 Mo Closed End Leas*

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
10 Toyot
1 Toyota Corolla........
10 Toyob
189 Toyota Camr/...„........1187
19 Toyota Cellica GT..... 11,417
19
Pat At........11937
11 Toyota Cressida.......13,487
188 Cheri Celt°......
18 Toyota
'11 Port. Boone. LE_ '1187
'87 Toyota
16 Cheri CelebrOy.„ '4.487
16 Honda Accal DX 1,987
16 Pr,. Sunbrd
'5,917
16 Toy. Corolla_..... ...
IS Dios Cr
14 OlOs Deb 18
14 Toyota
11 Toyota Corolla ......... . 1,917
71 NV 2102
94197
77 Datsun 282
)2,487
'77 Ford LTD lr
1.717
71 Dodge Dr
„rill
TRUCKS
19 Fxd Ranger XLT r7,717
19 Cheri510....................987
19 Toyota P11......... „!6,417
'88 Toyota 4
11,487
11 Pyrictih Voya?r 10.487
'87 Ruda
'17 Toyota 1
15 tzu P'up .....
16 Ford F150 XI.T 414_1.487
10 Toyota Pp ...............1487
10 Ford CAlstoni
79 ,0
.....
417
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus, Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen. Mgr.

1979 CADILLAC Biarritz 2
owner, new tires, stainles'
steel top, like new coni'
tion Local car, low mil,Call 436 2-127

TOYOTA

1983 BLUE Thunderbird
93,000 miles Must sell
753 3833

515 S 12th
Murray, KY

1969 FORD % ton pickup
400 engine with C 6 trans
misson $500 080
753 6619
1970 CHEVELLE $1250,
1988 Ford Ranger pickup
$7900, 1966 Ford pickup
$100 down 492 8884
1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
cylinder motor $2500
OBO 474 8820

0 Gallon ATV

*dent Under
I • 20 Pehtke

CIIIM (him Chimney
Sweeps has I WI ,C11191 ciii
/en discount, Art wit Jinn
ney caps dIld StrtIt'llS
435 4191
COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing also appliance
repair Including refrigera
bon and AJC 753 0318

Poe
753-4961

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
Pete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

without obligation
'Jay or nrte 753 5484

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery, Murray 436 5560

WILL do plumbing All guar
witeed 435 4169

1990 JEEP Comanche
sport truck 4000 miles,
black, $9000 436 5808
c2r1

Boats
it Motors
HOUSEBOAT good condi
Son 32tty1Ott 100hp Evin
rude complete kitchen,
toilet and shower, sleeps 4
$3800 436 5811
NEW 1989 Crappie cruiser
boat 753-8636

A 1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees.
and shrubs unwanted ants
and insects Call Al for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906
ALPHA Builders Carpentry remodeling, porches,
roofing concrete, driveways painting, mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling, building.
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
piano° Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
to 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling, foundations, etc
759 4664

Continuing expansion by Midas, the world's
leader in the aftermarket industry, creates
an exciting opportunity for you If you're the
right person a new Midas Muffler 8 Brake
Shop\n the Murray area could be yours to
constr ct Or. if you're an aggressive
entrepreneur with an independent auto
service business, you could increase your
profit potential by converting Call or write
today to tell us where your interests lie We'll
provide more information about the
possibilities
Call or writes
1400-327-0224
Richard C.Popo
National Director
Franchise bov•iownont
Midas Intentational
229 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago,IL *0101.7501

ric Service

Boa 14i75
KY 121171

Phone
502759 Im3fi

753-6952
110\

ON

1)1 \I

"
'
I

Wayne IilggIns Backhoe Servi(
•

ALPHA BUILDERS

7

489-2303

759-4685

call: :53- 1916
‘Ionda-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m .f flit da% S a.m.-12 p.m.

753 6763

Calloway

To plael• %our ad

436 5236

T C Dinh Repair and Mar,
Plumbing

Electrical
Cewer
Street

and

Cleaning

1210-1212 Main
753 6111 office

753 06
(
56 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR

cleaning
K;.ng $15 ri-1(5:-A repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Alm°, Open 9 12, 1 5,
Mon Fri , 753 0530
Service Center
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Terry

Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelinCs(no more
than four lines),along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelope for the
, return of the
original photo.
Deadline for "receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11

i✓v Murray Ledger & Timesiv
✓
A
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Muur

GU lliniCare

762-1100

With their picture and a special nlesagc
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Thrill the Sweetheart of Your Life...;
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Murray-Calloway County' Hospital
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(502) 759-1487

ROGER Hudson rock haul
'rig, gravel sand dirt drive
way rock
75'.i 4545

ter.ance

I

h.'• k li•.x•t

).••,„=..„..
74

An)tinii•

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
mg, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 753 4251

V
V
✓
✓
V
✓
✓

CIASS11-11-.1

,

see our showroom

y

r•
•Custorr
•New Hc,r:
.Custom Re•-

474 2307

of

Bath Cabinets

DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP

crete Free estimates Call

HOUSE CLEANING 5yrs
professional cleaning ex
perionce Your home
cleaned the way you like it
436 2767 Of 436 5842 asi,
for Beclyn Cleaning

&
• : •,,
.

753-7588

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200

all

Kitchen &

//WS

PASCHALL and Sykes dry
wall finishing New homes
remodeling, patch work or
additions 489 2376 or
753 6902

Serving

&
s

Poison Control

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

STEWART S Hauling
trash and garbage pickup

Of

ommerr, tat

MAG S Errand Service of
fors housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
irig needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

Types

Woodworking

Custom

From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

LINDA'S Cleaning Service
would like to clean more
offices Currently serving
the Murray area 436 2270

County

All

SLEEK black
wonderful pet
Free only to ,
•,p,
753 9757

(Clip This Ad

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding, IP"
painting, plumbing con

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

CUSTOM ICITCHEJf CABINE 'S
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Dial-A-Service

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Cdm
mercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing. roofing tree work
436-2642

1988 CHEVY S10 white, 5
speed, low miles
753 7027

FREE dogs to
home Near if.,
at Puryear

mates

1987 DODGE Dakota V6
automatic, shortbed no
a/c $3650 753 6215

You could be the owner/operator of a
new Midas Muffler & Brake Shop
in Murray, KY.

Nriv

and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

FRANCHISE
OPPORTUNITY

„se-.

Save on those high heating

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60f1 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
Waive COSI
Free est.

1980 FORD 1 ton Excellent condition 492 8411

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free estimates 753-7203

OF MURRAY

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

HAULING yard work Vex.
removal mowing Free or,
timates 759 1683

FULL electrical services
Installation/repair
Residential/commercial
753 7724

90104 • 1977

de Entrance
eater Station'

CARPET and Vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
sional service Glen Bob
bers 759 1247 leave
message

500

5 and
o

BUIL Deft new homes
garages additions remod
cling framing. decks pa
Dos, solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams,
753 0563 after 5pm

Classified Advertising Dept.
753-1916

V
V
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MSU needs adjunct Spanish
instructors to meet demand

OBITUARIES
Rayford B. Henry

Ira H. Dill
Graveside rites ssll he Tuesday
at 10:30 a.m. at Sikeston City
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Monday) at Crews.
Welch and Ponder Funreal Home.
Sikeston.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
had charge of local arrangements.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m, in
the chapel of McDonald Funeral
Home, Howell. Burial will follow.
in Memorial Park Cemetery at Flat
Rock. Mich

Ira H Dill, 81. died •Saturday
morning at his home on Rt. 6.
Murray.
His wife, Mrs. Gustie Dill. died
Feb. 9. 1987. He had been owner
of Dill Plumbing at Sikeston. Mo.,
for several years.
Born Aug.. 13, 1909. in Sikeston.
he was the son of the late Gard Dill
and Ellen Hildreth
He was a member of Firs: l'nited
Made

George Tilford
v ntgomery, 83.
Cieorge
a: 1: 45
hn died
Ca n .4 J%
.

Montgomery
The funeral will be Tuesday at
II a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home. Benton.
Dr W11131.1 Dodson will t.,!1;c14:e.
follov. In Marshall

Services for Rayford B. Henry
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Reid Bennett and the Rev. Kendrick Leiws arc officiating. Singing
is by singers from Pleasant Valley.
Church of Christ where he was a
Member.
Active pallbearers are Sam Henry.. Max Henry. Jackie Kimbro,
Steve Bell, John Lofus and David
Honorary pallbearers are
employees of Parker Ford -LincolnMercury Inc., where Mr. Henry
was employed in the Service
Department.
Burial will follow in Hicks
C,;rnetery.
Mr Item, 71, Rt. 5, Murray.
Friday at 11:47 p.m. at
M.:rras -Calloway County Hospital.

taught in high school, along with an
A dramatic increase in the study of
large Spanish-speaking
exceptionally
University
State
Murray
languages
at
Born July 17. 1919, in Calloway
population
in
the U.S.
for
campus
the
need
on
a
created
has
County. he was the son of the late
To accommodate the influx of
narlie B Henry and Mamie adjunct Spanish instructors who can
students, Grimes said the Department
O . N,:.1 Henry. His first wife. Mrs. meet certain requirements.
of Foreign Languages is increasing its
Dr. J. Milton Grimes, chairman of
1..1‘ e Smith Henry. died Dec. 29,
faculty and adding adjunct faculty.
Lan. the Department of Foreign
14 :f1
Individuals who meet the requireinterested
in
anyone
said
guages,
11.: is survived by his wife, Mrs.
nients and who would like to be
Wanda Jean Bell Henry, to whom exploring that possibility must have
considered for an adjunct position
te was married on Dcc. 24, 1983: completed at least 18 hours of graduteaching Spanish should call the Deone son. Charles Henry and wife, ate-level Spanish.
partment of Foreign Languages on the
"Language study has almost
porTni. Murray: three grandchilcampus
at 762-2501.
last
the
State
in
dren, Samuel Wade Henry. Lesley doubled at Murray
Susan Smothermon and Lisa Marie four years," he explained, "with the
Morns, three great-grandchildren. greatest growth in Spanish."
Major reasons for the increase,
I n‘nnas Smothermon. Curtis
Smotherrnon and Nikki Morris: •
according to Grimes, are: languages
Aso surviving are three sisters. are highly recommended in the preFederal-Stale kierket News Service February
Mrs Esie N1cCuiston and Mrs. college curriculum; and American
Ktntudty Purchase Are ling Market Report Inc lucks 4
industries.
Los 'Fitts. Murray. and Mrs. businesses,
service
Buying Station Rectipin Act 3011,EA 440 Rar & Gilts
fay LOS blitter, Sam 1.011.2.1111 Weber
Audalene N1cCutchon.
health-care providers, government
US
1-2 2311.2.54 lbs
Sia manly SO fiti
one broth& M.W. Henry and
and other agencies and organizations
....
US 1-2 214430 11.4
OD
US 2-3 2.11-20
00.49 SI)
'onf; Murelle. Murray.
have recognized the importance of
US 3-4 mans
-S4Abi.-49Usi
language proficiency.
Sam
US 1.2 271135O bit
.13$.116-40
He added that the exceptional
US 1.3 306-4110 Ot.
—3301111-441.90
US i.3 MR 525 ha
growth in the study of Spanish at
US 1-3 525 and up
$41.1014100
at lienr Count Medical Center. Murray State is mostly due to the fact
US 2.3 WASH be
___ER7IMMO)
$i.s.rm
Nom
commonly
language
most
that it is the
Paris.
He was a member of First United
Methodist Church and Optimist
Club, Paris. chairman of Paris Special School District Board, and
sersed on Board of Directors of
*Medicare Supplement
Liberty Federal Bank.
*Nursing Home or
Born Oct. 22. 1935. at Mayfield.
he was the son of Mary Helen Gre*Health Insurance
gory Houser and the late Wilson
RaV Hoover.
Holton, Melugin &
He is survived by one daughter.
Haverstock
Insurance
Ms. Meg Reilly, Houston, Texas:
Lindy T. Suiter
753-3415
two sons. William Gregory Hoover
211 S. 12th St.
Jr. and Bradley Whitt Hoover, both
sersing w ;ti U.S. Army in Germany. his mother, Mrs. Ma•s
Hoover, May field; one sister, Mr.
'Lien RaC Green. Paducah: one
brother. Don !looser,
", • Force Base. Florida.

HOG MARKET

Dr. William Gregory Hoover Sr.
A.`

-

Mrs. Maye Downs McKinney
V

nrrt

;7'.7
V.' • it

-r'.:C7 ,

Mrs.
•
Nasb‘..le. Tenn .
.•..iacss.
Nlskinkonnt...in I)
Cti•bonst..
Mrs f.a,r
.s

f

tak‘: trie
Am.erican

Funeral rites for Dr. William
Gregory Hoover weft: itAlay at 10
a.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Paris,. .Tenn. Dr. Harrell
Townsend and the Rev. Clarence
Hare officiated.
Pallbearers were Dr. Garry
Grimes. Dr. David Travis, Dr.
Tom Wood, Dr. Bob Frank, Larry
Watson. 11:13;) Perkins and Al
Greer.
Burial was in Provine Family
Cemetery at Briensburg in Mar
shall County. Ridgeway Morticians
of Pans. -1 cnn . was :n charge of
arrang enn•rts
iarri
requested tnat
Ckp'Lss.,,7,s
sym.pathy take the
1):anetes
!.)r !looser. f. 5,

•‘•

Mrs. Alice W. Gunkel

p74.tis.lr.g CCI1
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Henderson
4-rkeen,
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Mrs. Ruby Kelly,
„:a1 a: 11 5! a 7: a:
1,• • V
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Call me about...

Th:ursday 'at
Hospital.

Information night
tcsibe held March 19
Information
.
• _ w ill be held Tuesday
klarcr
: Paducah Community
(5 .1.ege :he Student Center co-re'
ence room :20 from 6
Sponsored by Murray Staie
scrs: anc: Paductin Community C(,
ege Int! free worksnop will feature a
career .nteres: inventory, information
ahiut
aid, resources for
adult,earners and admissions p,-(k.e
res Present:at:or., by ad.
and faL—ty sv„. address
b4VC :n Inc ,..assroorn and ncr
ar.' •
P
T • Is:
F •
r
" • ,'
": (

MSU to host
concert Feb. 14
.A "Strike Up the. Bands" concert
be held on Thursday, Feb. 14 at
30 p.m. in Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium.
Featured bands will he from Murray High School, Calloway High
School and Murray State University.
Wind Ensemble. Each band will perform two pieces and will join together
for the final piece titled. "Original
Suite by Gordon Jacob. Dennis Johnson. director of Murray State- bands.
will be the conductor.
There is no admission for the
concert.

`-̀4

Tobacco sales
report given
Innacco sales report for the
.:nding on Feb. 1 shows that a
2.905.986 pounds of dark:-hacco have been sold for
•'4.225.75 :his season.
. NI...rra),, 1,375,856 pounds
a.... peen sold for S2,576,250.59,
.•. Mayfield, 1,530,130 pounds
.:.e been sold for 52,887.975.16.
r.e Western Dark Fired Tobac..rs Association this season
ased 28,702 pounds in
or a total of 547,674.14.
222 pounds in Mayfield for a
].83 1.80.

(Before the Need Arises. . .

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Sne and husband. Dennis, who
sLrsises. had resided at Panorama
Shores in Calloway County for 20
years. They moved to Howell in
November 1990. They had been
married for 49 years.
Survivors include her husband,
Dennis Kelly: two sons. Gerlad
Balding, Howell. and Edward Kel,
California: lour grandchi:dren:
eight great-grandchildrern
great -great-grandchild. seseral
los and nroters

David York

WHAT A DEllwv
Super Morn's Deli

SPECIAL
Submarine Sandwich
P1us...21/4 oz. Bag Chips
and 16 oz. Fountain Drink

..
3k al Mart
,e.lw.orthfl ,
( F F
ield
01

Special Good
Feb. 2-8. 1991
-

•••

Videos & Money
Orders Available

r.

r-

HIWARD
:--LYONS
:1
best investment
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NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24 Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435 4343

Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought' Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Horne, Inc.
'Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
7
.13 South Fourth St.

753-680y

/1111111/
/11111/
SUPERAMERICA.
SuperAmenca Group, Inc

c8_..
01 Coldwater Rd., Murray
Subsidiary of Ashland 011. Inc.

cL

IA
WE ACCEPT
THESE
1234 567 890 10123
CREDIT CARDS

'mime
Vt5A
Credit Cards May Be Used
For All Purchaies
Excluding Lottery

